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From the Executive Director’s Desk
Johan Rudnick, CMS Executive Director

By the bye, new CMS
bylaws coming

T

he new federal
Canada Not-forProfit Corporations
Act establishes a
framework for how not-forprofit organizations are to
be governed and operate.
According to the Industry Canada Transition
Guide the raison d’être for the new Act was to:
• Establish a clear set of rules that govern the
internal affairs of the organization;
• Create less red tape with simplified
processes;
• Introduce more flexibility to make
fundamental changes; and
• Provide a more objective standard
for directors in carr ying out their
responsibilities.
CMS has until October 2014 to either update
the existing bylaws, or draft a new set. Given
that the existing bylaws were established over
30 years ago on the eve of the computer age
and when no one had yet put the ‘e-‘ in front
of ‘mail,’ CMS will be drafting new bylaws and
use the occasion to review the foundational
notions of CMS, that is, CMS membership
and CMS governance.

Membership
How an organization structures its
membership dictates how the organization is
governed because the voting members are
the only body to adopt or change bylaws, and
who vote to decide who will be on the Board
of Directors.
The existing CMS bylaws allow for three
formal defined types of paying and voting
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members: individuals, institutions (mostly
university), and affiliated (other organization)
members. Each member has the right to one
vote and each is subject to acceptance by the
Board. Under the new Act, the CMS can have
both voting and non-voting members as well
as more than one formal group of voting and
non-voting members. Furthermore, all formally
defined voting members will have exactly the
same voting rights (i.e., one vote).

It does not matter what you call a
member, but rather what rights you
give to a class of members.
Unless there are specific functional
requirements to formally define multiple
groups, that is, groups with different rights,
then it is generally advisable to have just
one voting membership class. Whether you
are a student, a researcher, an educator,
or a member of the public, it will not matter
how you informally characterize yourself. As
a collective, everyone has the same right to
one vote. Similarly, for a formal non-voting
membership group for other organizations
such as (international) reciprocal societies,
other domestic societies, or even corporations,
no members would have a vote.

Giving CMS Members Some Class
Given CMS practices and the dictates of
the Act, the new CMS bylaws are expected
to provide:
• Individuals, corporate, and other entity
memberships;
• Two classes of members - voting and nonvoting;
• Everyone in a membership class has the
same rights; and
• The CMS Board will approve all new
members.
continued on page 6
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On Academic Spam
Robert Dawson, Saint Mary’s University

O

nce upon a time, back
before Twitter, back before
the World Wide Web, there
were mathematicians who did
not use e-mail, and their friends
did not consider them eccentric.
I was neither the first nor the
last to adopt this strange new
technology, so I have memories of
the transition period.

At first, the problem was usually one of too little e-mail: much that
could have been done that way wasn’t because the two parties had
no account (or had one and never used it.) Then more people got
accounts - including an array of crooked bankers, Nigerian widows,
distributors of “adult” pictures, and under-the-counter pharmacists.
These have become rarer, or possibly my spam filter has just
learned to recognize them. However, in recent years, a new
breed of spammer has emerged, one that would almost take a
principal ultrafilter to exclude. These are the advertisers for dubious
conferences and journals.
Should anybody wish to build a better mousetrap, here are the
earmarks of the new spam. The confereces are usually in especially
nice locations, and cover an enormous breadth of topics; some make a
CMS Summer Meeting look like a particularly specialized BIRS workshop
by comparison. The sender will usually be sure that each recipient of
the invitation is one of the world’s greatest researchers in whatever
nebulously-defined area the conference covers. The game seems to
be an attempt to fill a tourist hotel at rack rates during the off-season.
As far as I can tell, the conferences are, in a sense, genuine; their
plenary speakers actually exist and some post pictures of last
year’s conference. Indeed, some of them may eventually grow into
respected events - the roots of the Royal Society of London were
a little dubious too. But buyer beware - there seems to be little
guarantee of anybody else there who will understand your paper!
As for the journals, I am not so optimistic. The quality of the articles is
usually dreadful. Some of them have four or five articles by the same
author in one issue, and the same name sometimes appears on the
masthead. The name of the game here is page fees - steep page
fees. There is typically no paper version, no competent editing, and
possibly not even free public access. (Of course, the poor example
set by some genuine publishers makes this easier to carry off.)
The spam targets authors rather than readers; again, the sender
claims to believe that the recipient is a leading researcher in the field,
be it combinatorics or the physics of building materials. I recently
received one that praised my article “Some Contributions to the
Sociology of Numbers” and hoped that my next work might be sent
their way. I might (mind you, I said “might”) have taken this more
seriously if the “article” in question had not been a poem!
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And yet apparently some people are desperate enough to pay.
These journals actually have articles; and I’ve seen job applications
in which the applicant boasts of being an editor of such a publication.
Frightening - but true.

Le pourriel scientifique

I

l était une fois, bien avant Twitter et bien avant le Web, des
mathématiciens qui n’utilisaient pas le courriel et que leurs amis ne
considéraient pas comme excentriques. Je n’ai pas été le premier –
ni le dernier – à embrasser ces étranges nouvelles technologies, alors
je me souviens de la période de transition.
Au début, les gens trouvaient qu’ils ne recevaient pas assez de
courriel : bien des échanges qui auraient pu se faire par courriel ne
l’étaient pas parce que les deux parties n’avaient pas de compte,
ou qu’elles en avaient un, mais ne l’avaient jamais utilisé. Avec le
temps, les détenteurs de comptes se sont multipliés, et parmi eux
des banquiers véreux, des veuves nigérianes, des distributeurs de
photos « pour adultes » et des pharmaciens clandestins.
Les courriels venant de ce type d’utilisateurs sont de plus en plus
rares, ou peut-être que mon filtre antipourriel a tout simplement appris
à les reconnaître. Depuis quelques années, toutefois, une nouvelle
race de polluposteurs a fait son apparition, que probablement seul
un ultrafiltre principal arriverait à exclure : des annonceurs de revues
et de congrès suspects.
À quiconque voudrait élaborer un meilleur piège, voici les
caractéristiques de ce nouveau type de pourriel : les congrès se
déroulent habituellement dans des lieux particulièrement exotiques et
couvrent un très large éventail de sujets. Par comparaison, certains
de ces congrès font paraître les Réunions d’été de la SMC comme
un atelier particulièrement spécialisé de la Station de recherche
internationale de Banff. L’expéditeur s’assure généralement que l’un
des destinataires du message est l’un des plus éminents chercheurs
dans le domaine plutôt flou que couvre le congrès. L’objectif présumé :
remplir un hôtel touristique à plein tarif en basse saison.
Que je sache, les congrès sont, d’une certaine façon, réels; les
conférenciers existent vraiment, et certains publient même des
photos du congrès de l’année précédente. Il est possible que certains
de ces congrès deviennent un jour des rencontres reconnues; la
Société royale de Londres n’a-t-elle pas elle-même une origine un
peu suspecte? Mais attention : il est loin d’être certain que qui que
ce soit dans la salle de conférence comprendra votre communication!
Pour ce qui est des revues, je ne suis pas aussi optimiste. La qualité
des articles est habituellement horrible. Certaines revues présentent
quatre ou cinq articles du même auteur dans le même numéro, et le
même nom figure parfois dans le bloc générique. L’enjeu, ici, c’est
le prix élevé – très élevé – par page. Le plus souvent, ces revues
n’ont pas de version papier, pas de comité de lecture compétent
et n’offrent probablement pas d’accès public gratuit. (Bien sûr, le
mauvais exemple donné par certaines maisons d’édition bien réelles
rend la chose plus acceptable.)
Suite à la page 6
© Canadian Mathematical Society 2013. All rights reserved.
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Les nouveaux règlements
administratifs de la smc s’en viennent!

L

a nouvelle Loi canadienne sur les organisations
à but non lucratif encadre la gouvernance et
le fonctionnement des organismes sans non
lucratif. Selon le Guide de transition d’Industrie Canada,
la raison d’être de la nouvelle loi est la suivante :
• établir un ensemble de règles claires s’appliquant
aux affaires internes de l’organisation;
• réduire la paperasse et simplifier les processus;
• accorder plus de souplesse pour apporter des modifications
de structure;
• établir une norme plus objective à l’intention des administrateurs dans
l’exercice de leurs devoirs et responsabilités.
La SMC a jusqu’en octobre 2014 pour mettre à jour ses règlements
administratifs ou en rédiger de nouveaux. Puisque les règlements actuels
ont été rédigés il y a plus de 30 ans, avant l’époque de l’ordinateur et
avant même que le courrier ne se transforme en courriel, la SMC se
dotera de nouveaux règlements administratifs et profitera de l’occasion
pour revoir deux éléments fondamentaux, soit ses catégories de membres
et sa gouvernance.

Catégories de membres
la structure d’adhésion d’un organisme détermine son mode de
gouvernance puisque les membres votants sont les seuls à pouvoir
adopter ou modifier les règlements administratifs et à élire les membres
du conseil d’administration.
Les règlements administratifs actuels de la SMC définissent trois types
de membres payants et votants : les membres individuels, les membres
institutionnels (surtout des universités) et les membres affiliés (autres
organisations). Chaque membre a un droit de vote et doit être accepté
par le conseil d’administration. En vertu de la nouvelle loi, la SMC pourra
avoir des membres votants ET des membres non votants, ainsi que plus
d’un groupe officiel de membres votants et non votants. De plus, tous
les membres votants officiellement définis auront exactement les mêmes
droits de vote (un vote).

Le nom que l’on donne aux membres n’a pas d’importance; ce
sont les droits accordés à la catégorie de membres qui importent.
À moins que des exigences fonctionnelles particulières n’imposent la
définition de plusieurs groupes – des groupes ayant des droits différents –,
il est généralement recommandé d’avoir une seule catégorie de membres
votants. Donc, que vous soyez étudiant, chercheur, enseignant ou membre
du public, cela ne changera rien. Au sein de ce groupe, chacun aura le
même droit, soit un vote. De même, dans un groupe officiel de membres
non votants pour d’autres organisations, par exemple des sociétés
réciprocitaires étrangères, d’autres sociétés canadiennes ou même des
entreprises, aucun membre n’aura droit de vote.

Letters to the Editors
The Editors of the NOTES welcome letters in English
or French on any subject of mathematical interest but
reserve the right to condense them. Those accepted for
publication will appear in the language of submission.
Readers may reach us at notes-letters@cms.math.
ca or at the Executive Office.

Lettres aux Rédacteurs
Les rédacteurs des NOTES acceptent les lettres
en français ou anglais portant sur un sujet d’intérêt
mathématique, mais ils se réservent le droit de les
comprimer. Les lettres acceptées paraîtront dans la
langue soumise. Les lecteurs peuvent nous joindre
au bureau administratif de la SMC ou à l’addresse
suivante : notes-lettres@smc.math.ca.
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Compte tenu des pratiques de la SMC et des dispositions de la loi,
les nouveaux règlements administratifs de la SMC devraient prévoir :
• des types d’adhésion : membre individuel, membre corporatif et
autre organisation;
• deux catégories de membres : votants et non votants;
• des membres d’une catégorie qui ont tous les mêmes droits;
• l’approbation de tout nouveau membre par le conseil d’administration
de la SMC.
Pour la SMC, cela signifie que tous les groupes actuels de membres –
individuels, institutionnels et affiliés – seront placés dans la catégorie
des membres votants. La SMC aurait aussi une catégorie de membres
non votants, qu’elle utiliserait au besoin.

Réunir toutes ces « voix » de la communauté à la table du conseil
pourrait facilement excéder le maximum de 33 membres. À titre de
comparaison, mentionnons qu’en dépit de budgets et de programmes
beaucoup plus considérables, le CRSNG est dirigé par un conseil de 16
membres couvrant l’ensemble des intérêts du milieu de la science et du
génie, et le CNRC, par un conseil de 13 membres. Compte tenu de la
nécessité de compter sur un conseil fort et indépendant qui exerce une
fonction critique auprès du comité exécutif, la SMC pourrait être bien
servie par un conseil d’administration de 24 membres, ce qui donnerait
un ratio de deux membres ordinaires par membre du comité exécutif.
Un plus petit conseil, toutefois, exige des nominations beaucoup plus
judicieuses pour assurer une bonne représentation non seulement des
intérêts, mais aussi des caractéristiques sociodémographiques (sexe,
langue, etc.).

Gouvernance

Une voix pour les membres de la SMC

La façon dont les membres d’une organisation structurent leur conseil
d’administration déterminera qui les représentera et combien de
personnes les représenteront. En effet, ce sont les membres eux-mêmes
qui choisissent les membres du conseil d’administration et qui ont le
pouvoir de modifier, à l’occasion, la composition du conseil.
Les règlements administratifs actuels de la SMC prévoient un conseil
d’administration de 33 membres. Le conseil compte aussi des membres
d’office, et d’autres personnes sont aussi appelées à participer aux
réunions du conseil. Le conseil délègue certains pouvoirs, surtout
d’ordre opérationnel, à un comité exécutif de huit personnes composé
du président, du président élu ou d’un ancien président, de quatre
vice-présidents régionaux, du trésorier et du directeur administratif (qui
occupe aussi la fonction de secrétaire). Le conseil délègue aussi des
responsabilités à divers comités (Recherche, Éducation, Publications) qui
peuvent à leur tour en déléguer à des sous-comités. Les élections au
conseil ont lieu tous les deux ans et comprennent généralement l’élection
de candidats aux divers postes du comité exécutif. Les membres du
conseil sont élus par l’ensemble des membres de la SMC. En vertu de la
nouvelle loi, la SMC pourrait à peu près maintenir les pratiques actuelles,
ou elle pourrait profiter de l’occasion pour revoir la composition de son
conseil d’administration.

Compte tenu des pratiques de la SMC et des dispositions de la loi, les
nouveaux règlements administratifs de la SMC devraient prévoir que :
• les membres votants de la SMC élisent un conseil d’administration
de 24 membres, y compris huit membres qui seront formellement
nommées dirigeants et formeront le comité exécutif;
• au moins un siège du conseil sera réservé à un étudiant;
• des représentants non votants pourront faire partie du conseil (p. ex.
de l’AMS, de la MAA);
• il sera possible de créer des comités et conseils consultatifs (p. ex. le
conseil consultatif de la présidence).

La composition et le choix d’un conseil et d’un comité exécutif
appropriés sont la clé du succès d’une organisation.
Afin de bien représenter l’ensemble de la communauté et pour être
véritablement un porte-parole national de la communauté mathématique,
il serait logique que la structure de gouvernance de la SMC représente
le mieux possible toutes les sphères des mathématiques canadiennes.
Une SMC inclusive doit être ouverte et pouvoir représenter les intérêts
collectifs non seulement des chercheurs et enseignants actuels, mais
aussi des milieux des mathématiques appliquées, de la statistique ou
même de l’informatique. De même, les instituts et autres sociétés ou
organismes mathématiques ou de domaines connexes devraient pouvoir
participer aux activités de la SMC. Et enfin, il serait reconnu comme
une bonne pratique que le conseil d’administration de la SMC profite
de points de vue extérieurs (p. ex. du secteur privé) et de perspectives
professionnelles (p. ex. d’un avocat ou d’un comptable).
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Prochaines étapes
La prochaine version des nouveaux règlements administratifs de la SMC
devrait être présentée pour examen à la prochaine Réunion d’hiver de
la SMC, à Ottawa. On s’attend à ce que les consultations auprès de
la communauté et des membres se déroulent de janvier à mai 2014.
La version finale des règlements administratifs devrait être revue à la
Réunion d’été 2014 de la SMC, à Winnipeg. À cette occasion, réunis
pour l’assemblée générale annuelle 2014, les membres devront étudier
et approuver officiellement les nouveaux règlements administratifs de
leur Société.
Entre-temps, la SMC sollicite vos suggestions et recommandations en
vue de la préparation des nouveaux règlements administratifs. Veuillez
me les faire parvenir directement par courriel à l’adresse directeur@
smc.math.ca. Voici quelques questions qui pourraient orienter vos
commentaires :
• Faudrait-il élargir la structure du comité exécutif pour y inclure un
vice-président, Pacifique, de qui relèverait la Colombie-Britannique?
• Est-ce qu’un conseil de 24 membres est une bonne structure
de gouvernance pour la SMC et représentera-t-il bien la grande
communauté mathématique canadienne?
• Devrait-il y avoir d’autres sièges désignés au conseil, à part le siège
réservé à un étudiant et, dans l’affirmative, pour qui (enseignants
de mathématiques du secondaire, étudiants aux cycles supérieurs,
étudiants postdoctoraux, etc.)?
• Le conseil devrait-il comprendre une représentation du secteur privé
et un avocat ou un comptable?
© Canadian Mathematical Society 2013. All rights reserved.
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1945 Canadian Mathematical Congress:
Reflections of the late Moray St. John MacPhail (1912–2013)

I
Dr. M.S. Macphail

n June of 1945, the Canadian
Mathematical Congress met
for the first time. The 239
delegates who gathered at
McGill University in Montreal
saw it as an auspicious moment,
and ‘the beginning of important
mathematical developments in
Canada .’ The congress proved to
indeed be pivotal and subsequently
the Canadian Mathematical Society
was created as a direct result of the
delegates’ work.

One of the congress delegates was a young mathematician, Moray
St. John Macphail, who was then teaching mathematics at the newly
established Carleton College, which would later become Carleton
University. Shortly before his death this year, Dr. Macphail reminisced
about the inaugural congress and the many changes in Canadian
mathematics since this then.
Dr. Macphail was born in Kingston in 1912 and studied mathematics
and physics at Queen’s and McGill. In 1936, he completed his D.
Phil. at the University of Oxford. While writing his thesis, he found a
new result on the summability of Fourier integrals. This discovery led
to Dr. Macphail’s lifelong interest in summability, which he studied
through classical and functional analysis methods.
“One thing I remember the Canadian Math Congress implementing
was a summer research program at Queen’s University,” Dr.
Macphail reflected. “They gave you an office for the summer. Quite
a few people went there to study math over the summer. I used

to go sometimes. The CMC also had annual summer programs.
They usually had a month long meeting which was held on various
university campuses. I attended quite a few of these.”
Aside from his dedication to the rapidly expanding mathematics
department at Carleton College, Dr. Macphail also served on the
Council of the Congress from 1957-61 and continued his research in
the area of summability. He also contributed papers to the Canadian
Journal of Mathematics (CJM) and Canadian Mathematical Bulletin
(CMB), “I sometimes reviewed papers for the Math Journal. We had
to choose between “good” and “excellent” ratings when refereeing
papers. I think we published only the “excellent” ones.”
When Dr. Macphail retired in 1977, at the age of 65, the landscape
of Canadian mathematics had changed considerably. “Computers
have changed everything. Not only is it faster to solve complex
mathematical problems, but research can be shared globally with
the greatest of ease. I remember writing or typing out my research
by hand and mailing it to colleagues around the world. Then I would
wait for a response from them.“
Like Canada, the world of mathematics has also become much
more multicultural. “When I started out, most of the professors were
Canadian by birth,” noted Dr. Macphail. “The Canadian mathematics
scene has a more global perspective now because the Faculties of
Mathematics are composed of academics from around the world.”
In light of Dr. Macphail’s recent passing, the Canadian
Mathematical Society (CMS) would like to recognize Dr.
Macphail for his longstanding membership with the
CMS and his sustained contributions to the Canadian
mathematics community.

Attendees of the first Canadian Mathematical Congress. Of the 239 participants, 23 have been identified. If you can identify anyone in
the photograph, or know someone who might be able to, please contact the Canadian Mathematical Society at office@cms.math.ca.
A complete list of attendees and the list of known participants is available at: http://cms.math.ca/Historical/1945/

© Société mathématique du Canada 2013. Tous droits réservés.
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Le pourriel scientifique, suite de la page 4

Les pourriels ciblent les auteurs plus que les lecteurs. Encore une
fois, l’expéditeur prétend savoir que le destinataire est un éminent
chercheur dans un domaine, qu’il s’agisse de combinatoire ou
de physique des matériaux de construction. J’ai reçu un de ces
pourriels dernièrement dans lequel l’expéditeur vantait les mérites
de mon article « Some Contributions to the Sociology of Numbers »
en espérant que je lui enverrais mon prochain article. J’aurais
By the bye, new CMS bylaws coming, continued from cover

What this means for the CMS is that all current membership groups
- individuals, institutional, and affiliates - would be placed in the
voting ‘class.’ At the same time, the CMS would have a non-voting
class to be used, as needed.

Governance
How members of an organization design their governing Board
of Directors will dictate who will represent them and how many
representatives they will have because it is the members themselves
who will vote for Board members and may, from time to time, vote to
change the Board design.
The existing CMS bylaws allow for a 33-member CMS Board of Directors;
in addition, there are a number of ex-officio members and individuals who
can participate in Board meetings. The Board delegates some authorities,
mostly operational, to an eight-person Executive Committee consisting
of the President, either a President Elect or Past President, four regional
Vice-Presidents, the Treasurer and the Executive Director (who serves
as Secretary). The Board also delegates some responsibilities to various
committees (e.g. Research, Education, Publications) that in turn may be
supported by sub-committees. Board elections are held every two years,
typically including a slate of candidates for the Executive Committee and
each CMS members is entitled to vote for Board members. Under the
new Act, the CMS could more-or-less continue current practices or take
the opportunity to recast Board composition.

Designing and choosing the right Board and Executive
is key to the success of any organization.
To properly represent the whole community and be a national ‘voice’
of mathematics, logic dictates that CMS governance needs to be as
inclusive as it can be with representation, to one degree or another,
from all corners of the Canadian mathematics. An inclusive CMS needs
to be open to and able to represent the collective interests of not only
the current compliment of researchers and educators but also applied
mathematics, statistics and perhaps, even as far afield as the computer
sciences communities. Furthermore, institutes as well as other math and
related societies and organizations should be able to be part of the CMS.
And finally, as a common best practice, the CMS Board could benefit
from some outside perspectives on the Board (e.g. the private sector) as
well as some professional perspectives (e.g. lawyer and/or accountant).
Bringing all the community ‘voices’ to the table could easily exceed
the current compliment of 33 members. By comparison, with
significantly larger budgets and program activities, NSERC is guided
by a 16-member council covering all science and engineering interests
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peut-être (et je dis bien « peut-être ») accordé plus de sérieux à
cette offre si l’« article » en question n’avait pas été… un poème!
Pourtant, il y a bel et bien des gens assez désespérés pour payer le
fort prix. Ces revues en reçoivent des articles à publier. J’ai même
vu des demandes d’emploi où le candidat prétendait être rédacteur
d’une telle publication. Effrayant mais vrai.

and, similarly, NRC has a 13-member council. Given the need for a
strong and independent Board challenge function to the Executive
Committee, the CMS could be well served by a 24-member Board of
Directors which would result in a ratio of two ‘regular’ Board members
for every Executive Board member. A smaller Board, however, will
require much more judicious nominations to capture not only interests
but demographic considerations as well (e.g., gender, language).

Giving CMS Members a Voice
Given CMS practices and the dictates of the Act, the new CMS
bylaws are expected to provide:
• CMS voting members electing a 24-member Board of Directors,
including eight members who would be formally designated officers
and serve on the Executive Committee;
• At least one Board member position designated for a student;
• Various non-voting ‘representatives to the Board’ (e.g., AMS,
MAA); and
• Authority to establish various committees and advisory bodies
(e.g., President’s Advisory Council).

Next Steps
A draft set of new CMS bylaws is expected to be reviewed during the
upcoming CMS Winter Meeting in Ottawa. Consultations within the
community and with members are expected to take place between
January and May 2014. Finalized bylaws are expected to be reviewed
during the 2014 CMS Summer Meeting in Winnipeg where, at the
2014 Annual General Meeting, CMS members are expected to
formally consider and approve new bylaws for the CMS.
In the interim, the CMS welcomes any suggestions or recommendations
for consideration in preparing new bylaws and these can be e-mailed
directly to me (director@cms.math.ca). As ‘food for thought’ some
issues being considered are:
• Should the existing Executive Committee structure be expanded
to include a Vice-President Pacific with responsibilities for
British Columbia?
• Will a Board of 24 members be adequate to govern CMS and
represent the broad Canadian mathematics community?
• Should there be designated Board positions other than for
students, and if so, for what interest (e.g. high school math
teachers, graduate students, post docs)?
• Should the Board include private sector representation and a
lawyer and an accountant?
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October 2013

December 2013

7–11 Differential Geometry & Global Analysis (Leipzig, Germany)

1–5 Automorphic Froms, Shimura varieties etc. (Berkeley, CA) http://

www.math.uni-leipzig.de/~rademacher/dgga13.html

www.msri.org/ workshops/719

10 Fredericton: Ocean Waves, Rogue Waves, and Tsunamis, Walter
Craig (McMaster) http://cms.math.ca/Events/MPE2013/
10–13 Whittaker Functions: Number Theory, Geometry 7 Physics

6-9 CMS Winter Meeting (University of Ottawa) http://cms.math.ca/

(Banff Research Station, Banff, AB) www.birs.ca

msri/scientific/workshops

11-12 57e Congrès de l’AMQ « Mathématiques québécoises de
la planète Terre » (Collège militaire royal de Saint-Jean) www.cmrsj-rmcsj.

(Banff Research Station, Banff, AB) www.birs.ca

forces.gc.ca/col-col/amq/amq-eng.asp

11–13 Symposium on Biomathematics & Ecology (Arlington ,VA)
www.biomath.ilstu.edu/beer

18-20 Science Atlantic Mathematics, Statistics and Computer
Science Conference Organizers: Shannon Fitzpatrick, Gordon
MacDonald, Chris Vessey, Nasser Saad, Cezar Campeanu (University
of Prince Edward Island)

19–20 Route 81 Conference on Commutative Algebra & Algebraic
Geometry (Syracuse, NY) http://www.comalg.org/Rte81-2013
22-25 Sustainability of Aquatic Systems Networks Organizers:
Frithjof Lutscher, James Watmough (University of New Brunswick,

Events/winter13/

7–8 Infinite-dimensional Geometry (Berkeley, CA) www.msri.org/web/
8–13 Integral Equations Methods: Fast algorithms & applications
16–19 deLeonfest 2013 (Madrid, Spain) http://www.icmat.es/
deLeonfest/

JANUARY 2014
27–31 AIM Workshop: Arithmetic statistics over finite fields and
function fields (Palo Alto, CA) http://www.aimath.org/ARCC/workshops/
arithstatffield.html

MAY 2014
26–30 European Conference on Elliptic & Parabolic Problems
(Gaeta, Italy) http://www.math.uzh.ch/index.php/conferencedetails

Fredericton)

NOVEMBER 2014

November 2013

17–21 Categorical Structures in Harmonic Analysis Workshop

1 (3 pm) PIMS Hugh Morris Lecture (UBC, Vancouver)
4–8 Waves in Science & Engineering (Huatulco, Mexico) http://www.

(Berkeley, CA) http://www.msri.org/web/msri/scientific/workshops/allworkshops/show/-/event/Wm9805

wise.esimez.ipn.mx

December 2014

6-7 Canadian Open Mathematics Challenge (COMC) http://cms.

1–5 Automorphic Froms, Shimura varieties etc. (Berkeley, CA)

math.ca/Competitions/COMC/2013/

7 Québec: Mathématiques de la planète Terre, Christiane Rousseau
(Montréal) http://cms.math.ca/Events/MPE2013/

10–15 Creative Writing in Mathematics & Science (Banff Research
Station, Banff, AB) www.birs.ca

http://www.msri.org/ workshops/719

24–29 Understanding Relationships between Aboriginal
Knowledge Systems, Wisdom Traditions, and Mathematics:
Research Possibilities www.birs.ca/events/2013/5-dayworkshops/13w5120

10–15 Mathematical Modelling of cyclic populations (Banff Research
Station, Banff, AB) www.birs.ca

11–14 SIAM conference on Geometric & Physical Modelling
(Denver, CO) www.siam.org/meetings/gdspm13/

17–21 Categorical Structures in Harmonic Analysis Workshop
(Berkeley, CA) http://www.msri.org/web/msri/scientific/workshops/all-

workshops/show/-/event/Wm9805

24–29 Understanding Relationships between Aboriginal
Knowledge Systems, Wisdom Traditions, and Mathematics:
Research Possibilities www.birs.ca/events/2013/5-day-

2014 CMS MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
R E M I N D E R : Yo u r m e m b e r s h i p n o t i c e s
have been e-mailed. Please renew your
membership as soon as possible. You may
also renew on-line by visiting our website at
www.cms.math.ca/forms/member

workshops/13w5120

RENOUVELLEMENTS 2014 À LA SMC

24–29 Operator Algebras & Dynamical Systems from Number
Theory (Banff Research Station, Banff, AB) www.birs.ca

RAPPEL : Les avis de renouvellements ont été
envoyés électroniquement. Veuillez s-il-vous-plaît
renouveler votre adhésion le plus tôt possible.
Vous pouvez aussi renouveler au site Web
www.cms.math.ca/forms/member?fr=1
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Linear Algebra for Everyone
by Lorenzo Robbiano
Springer Verlag, 2011
ISBN 978-88-470-1838-9

Reviewed by Mercedes Helena Rosas, Universidad de Sevilla, Sevilla

I

t is rare to find a new book,
on a subject you love and
have taught for years, that
brings a smile on your face
each time you read it. Lorenzo
Robbiano’s is such a book. It
starts with a superb foreword,
where we are introduced to
a quest for a linear algebra’s
b o ok that will appeal
everyone. Starting from here,
you are permanently under
the impression that a witty
Italian professor is talking
directly to you. And you
are most certainly enjoying
listening to him.

The book is originally written in Italian. Under the masterful translation
of Anthony Geramita you still can hear the beautiful Italian accent
that permeates the book.
How do you write a book, for everyone, and still explain why your
results are true ? Why your algorithms work ? What is their cost ?
The author does so without introducing the formal language of
mathematics. Very few proofs are to be found. Still the necessity of
proving your results is emphasized (and then left to the proverbial
mathematician).
Robbiano starts his book analyzing the simplest form of linear
equations, ax = b, with a and b integers. We learn that there are
different ways to approach this problem. What sort of solutions can
we expect ? In what sort of trouble we can get into ? How do we
deal with fractions ? What does a computer ? What happens if we
are working over the real numbers, where there is no way of avoiding
the need of approximate solutions ? All of this is elegantly explored
in a few examples. At the end of the chapter, the reader knows what
to look for. The quest for answers starts.
Chapter 1 consists of examples from “real life” that motivate the need
of solving systems of linear equations. The examples are also used
to introduce the formalism of matrices and vectors. In Chapter 2, we
peek at the algebra of matrices, and learn that matrix multiplication
is not commutative. The reader discovers that, when it exists,
the inverse of a matrix can be used to solve the system of linear
equations AX = b . A few questions leave the reader wondering
if there exists a better way of solving systems of linear equations.
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Chapter 3 is the heart of the book. It is here that Gauss’s algorithm is
finally introduced, together with the LU factorization. The question of
when a matrix is invertible is tackled. The cost of Gauss’s algorithm is
analyzed. The reader finally knows a fast and efficient way of dealing
with the system of linear equations AX = b. Determinants appear
as an oracle that tells us if a matrix is invertible. Using the method
of Gauss and analyzing the pivots, the determinant of 2 by 2 and 3
by 3 matrices are obtained.
Chapter 4 ends the first part of the book. Here the author introduces
coordinates, scalar products and the modulus of a vector. Care is
used to explain the idea of orthonormality. We learn how to perform
changes of bases. The determinant of a general square matrix is
defined as an alternating sum of monomials, and the reader is invited
to verify the main properties of the determinant from this definition.
This last discussion on the determinant of a general square matrix
may be too terse to be understood by everyone, confirming the
current tendency of decreasing the role of determinants in a first
linear algebra course.
Chapter 5 starts the second part of the book. It deals with the study
of real quadratic forms. Symmetric matrices are introduced, and
we learn how to perform elementary operations to reduce them
into their canonical form. The concepts of positive definite (and
semidefinite) forms are studied, and Sylvester’s theorem (a quadratic
form represented by a symmetric matrix A is positive definite if and
only if all of its principal minors are positive) is stated. The chapter
ends with a description of the Cholesky decomposition of a matrix.
Chapter 6 looks deeper into the concepts of orthogonality. It starts
by asking the reader : why are orthogonal coordinate systems
particularly useful. For example, we learn that the inverse of an
orthogonal matrix is its transpose. The rank of a matrix is introduced,
and its properties studied. The chapter ends with the introduction
of the Gram-Schmidt procedure as a method of constructing
orthonormal bases, and the QR decomposition.
In Chapter 7 we finally learn what a linear transformation is. We see
that linear transformations are represented by matrices, and learn
how to compute their kernel and image. We compute the matrix of
a projection and use it to solve the problem of least squares, and to
compute pseudoinverses.
In chapter 8, the last chapter of the book, we come back to the
idea of a matrix as a description of a linear transformation. When
is a matrix similar to a diagonal matrix ? What does this mean ?
The concepts of eigenvalue and eigenvector are introduced. We
learn how to diagonalize a matrix, and analyze when this can be
done. As applications, we compute powers of matrices, play with
Fibonacci numbers, and study some families of differential equations.
An appendix teaches the reader how to solve linear algebra problems
using the computer algebra system CoCoA.
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Heavenly Mathematics: The Forgotten
Art of Spherical Trigonometry
by Glen van Brummelen
Princeton University Press, 2013
ISBN 978-0-691-14892-2

Reviewed by Robert Dawson, Saint Mary’s University, Halifax

A

s an undergraduate, I studied physics
as well as mathematics. I got to relax
once a week and play with lasers,
radioactive materials and high voltages. But
I also had to take courses such as Electricity
and Magnetism. If you have never had to
compute the magnetic field due to a spinning
charged sphere, in pre-MAPLE days, you
have gotten off lightly.
But I had a secret weapon – spherical
trigonometry. Using the spherical sine and cosine laws, I would
pat the vector formulae into shape before doing the calculus and
my assignments were reliably half the average length. Like most
mathematician’s secrets, it wasn’t a secret because I wanted to
keep it that way, but because I couldn’t sell anybody else on this
weird antique math. Since then I’ve used it on and off over the years,
especially in research on tiling the sphere with spherical polygons.
So I was delighted recently to open an envelope from Princeton
University Press and find a review copy of Glen van Brummelen’s
Heavenly Mathematics: The Forgotten Art of Spherical Trigonometry.
(Dr van Brummelen is coordinator of mathematics and physical
sciences at Quest University Canada, in Squamish, BC.) As some
devotee of Jane Austen, model trains, or stock car racing might
rejoice on finding a fellow eccentric, so my heart sang.
And if this book can’t convert you too to the cult of spherical
trigonometry, nothing will. It starts out historically, considering
the applications of plane trigonometry to important astronomical
questions of antiquity such as determining the size of the earth, or the
distance to the Moon. In the second chapter, “Exploring the Sphere”,
we get a crash course in terms like “azimuth”, “ecliptic”, “polar”, and

Paper Subscriptions
While the printed NOTES is no longer included
with membership, we know that some members
prefer it. Individual paper subscriptions are
available to CMS members for $35/year
($20 for retired and unemployed members; $40 and $25
outside Canada.)
To subscribe, send a cheque to the Canadian Mathematical
Society, 209-1725 St. Laurent Blvd., Ottawa, ON, K1G-3V4
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the basic descriptive geometry of the sphere. Many readers will be
able to skim this, of course.
The third chapter, “The Ancient Approach” starts, after a quick nod
to Hipparchus of Rhodes, with Menelaus of Alexandria, author of the
Sphærica. The original Greek version has been completely lost; until
recently the best thing available was Edmond Halley’s translation,
published posthumously in 1758.
Unfortunately, it was not translated from Greek to English, but from
Arabic to Latin! As a result, it has been more quoted than read1.
The central result in this chapter is the spherical version of Menelaus’
Theorem, better known to undergraduate geometers in its plane form.
The fourth chapter, “The Medieval Approach”, is set, unsurprisingly,
mostly in the Arab world, with some detours to India; European
mathematics did not distinguish itself in the first few centuries of the
second millennium. Islamic mathematicians had a special motivation
to study spherical trigonometry; the injunction to face Mecca while
praying, a matter of simple Euclidean geometry while Islam was
restricted to a comparatively small region, became more complicated
when Muslims traveled and settled far enough away to make the
Earth’s curvature significant.
The next two chapters introduce the modern approach, as introduced
by John Napier, of separating the calculation from the geometry.
This is where the book gets technical; but the level is not extreme,
and any reader with a solid grounding in high school math should
be able to follow most of it. After that, to compensate, we get a
chapter on “areas, angles, and polyhedra” which includes Euler’s
formula F + V = E + 2 and some interesting material on regular
polyhedra likely to be new to many NOTES readers. The book closes
with well-written chapters on stereographic projection (including a
thorough description of the workings of an astrolabe) and modern
(post-chronometer) celestial navigation.
The author’s style is engaging, clear, and not overly technical; you
can safely lend this book to your friends in the history department.
The book has copious black and white illustrations, and a section of
color plates. There are, unfortunately, no footnotes; the author says
in the introduction that this was a deliberate decision. This is a pity;
he tells too many stories that I would have liked to learn more about.
It is just not fair to tell the reader that
As an Arab author once described it, an astrolabe is what you
get if a camel steps on your armillary sphere, making it easier
to store, (p. 129)
without giving some chance to follow up! Even “blind” endnotes
would have improved the book for me. But this is a detail; the book
is splendid.
1	I once had the experience of reading a first edition of the
Sphœrica that had never been read before; after a quarter
millennium, the pages were still uncut! The librarian issued me
with cotton gloves (to keep the pages clean) and a bone folder,
like a heavy paperknife, to cut the edges apart with.
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Jennifer Hyndman, University of Northern British Columbia
John Grant McLoughlin, University of New Brunswick
Recreational mathematics and outreach are two threads that have woven their ways into the
Education Notes, particularly the past year. This article by Susan Milner builds upon these themes.
Many people are engaged in broadening the lens for mathematical viewing in various forms.
Contributions from individuals or teams of people are welcomed. Send along articles and ideas
to Jennifer Hyndman (hyndman@unbc.ca) or John Grant McLoughlin (johngm@unb.ca).

Puzzles in my life
Susan Milner, University of the Fraser Valley
(susan.milner@ufv.ca)

F

or years puzzles, physical and later on-line, were a private
addiction, until I discovered that the physical puzzles made great
icebreakers at our departmental and social events. Of course,
one would expect math-type people to enjoy puzzles, but at these
events even those less mathematically inclined seemed engaged.
One year the University of the Fraser Valley (UFV) asked interested
departments to host tables as part of student orientation in late
August. Well, if math-type people enjoy physical puzzles, why not
have a few at our table? So to our bookmarks and handouts, I added
brightly coloured two-and three-dimensional geometric puzzles, wire
tavern puzzles, Towers of Hanoi, and some eye-catching commercial
logic games such as Rush Hour. We even had cheap little wire
puzzles to give away to people who seemed truly fascinated. It was
rather a success.
Goodness knows if the new students absorbed much of what they
were supposed to, but they were definitely keen to play. (“Yes,
mathematicians play all day!”) Our table was mobbed for the
whole time. Wistfully, faculty came over from other tables; we gave
them something to play with while they were waiting for people to
talk to. The next year, the invitation to the orientation event mentioned
bringing “small puzzles or other fun things”.
Not all the students surrounding our table at Orientation plan to take
university math courses. I have had good discussions with cooktraining students and fine arts students, for example. They are just as
fascinated by various puzzles as are the future physicists, computer
scientists, and engineers, who seem on the face of it to be a more
likely audience. “I didn’t like [insert your favourite high school math
topic] but I love doing puzzles” is a frequent comment, as is, “What
does this have to do with math?”
Ah, now we are talking. How is solving puzzles connected to doing
mathematics?
Why say “of course, one would expect math-type people to enjoy
puzzles?” What is involved beyond the obvious – the pleasure of
getting the right answer?
It is one thing to say that doing puzzles is good for the brain, that
learning different games creates new connections, that it might help
to ward off stultification and even dementia. I am perfectly happy
to justify it that way. Learning a new game makes me feel awake.
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Mastering a game, playing it at increasingly difficult levels, makes
the rest of the world go away for a bit – it’s a wonderful way to
clear the mind. These things are true of many activities and are
enough in themselves to commend puzzles to our attention. No
doubt these reasons are why puzzles have become very popular
recently. This year I gave a six-week course called Brain Games
as part of UFV’s Elder College, to a small but keen group of 50- to
80-year-olds. They were there not because they particularly liked
math – some actively disliked what they recalled of it – but because
they wanted to exercise their brains. At the end of the six weeks,
they were keen to have another course next winter, so they clearly
found the puzzles stimulating and worthwhile. Beyond this, though, I
am increasingly interested in the direct connections between puzzles
and mathematical thinking. I would like to know more.
In 2006 I started teaching Math for Elementary Teachers, and as
anyone who teaches such courses knows, students vary widely in
age, experience, and comfort level with mathematical ideas. Some of
my students could write the weekly quiz in five minutes while others
took fifteen. I hate having people just staring at the ceiling, waiting
for others to finish! And so, wanting to set a good example for these
future teachers about keeping everyone involved at all times, I started
handing out a puzzle with each quiz, a different type of puzzle every
week. Students could start on the puzzle if they finished the quiz
early or take it home to play with.
It started out purely for amusement, but soon I started to hear
interesting things:
• Some students enjoyed the puzzles and wanted more so they
could share them with their own children.
• More than one person related how they were now using puzzles
as encouragement – or bribes – for children they were working
with. One said, “I’m working with a girl who just hates numbers.
She loved your Sudoku with the letters M A T H, so I made one up
for her with her name and said she could do it after she finished
her math homework. It worked! She wants more.”
• Someone told the class, amazed, “We did the Towers of Hanoi at
the Y daycare; the kids didn’t want to leave until they’d figured it
out. They were so proud that they were solving a difficult problem
– they made their parents wait for them.”
• Some students didn’t understand a puzzle at first but were thrilled
to tell me when they did figure it out.
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• Some of these students were delighted to discover that they could
learn to solve a seemingly difficult puzzle by finding manipulatives
to model it.
• Some didn’t understand a puzzle until a friend, spouse, or their
own child worked through it with them; they told me how they
had really enjoyed the experience of figuring things out with that
other person.
They all were keen to learn new puzzles. It wasn’t uncommon for
someone to say that they now had to spend time playing a particular
puzzle online every day. Oops, another addict.
Of course, on being given a task with no follow-up, some students
just ignore the whole thing. To encourage these students to make
an effort, I began putting a short puzzle on our tests. This quickly
developed from bonus question to required: “You should be able
to do one of these three types of puzzles at a level appropriate for
elementary school students.”

6

22

4

25 24

9

1

12

16

14 15 18
Hidato
Smaller versions of this puzzle appeal to kindergarten and grade 1
students, while older students appreciate larger and more complex
versions.
Make a chain from 1 to 25, connecting the squares vertically,
horizontally, or diagonally.
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but it wasn’t always the usually-confident people doing the
explaining. Students who’d told me “I can’t do math” displayed
excellent logic. By any other name: modus ponens, modus tolens,
proof by contradiction, law of the excluded middle, the difference
between “this might be true” and “this must be true”, long chains
of reasoning, awareness of branch points in an argument…. And
not only “math brains” can play.
• Spatial reasoning, usually two-dimensional, is necessary for many
of these puzzles. One that requires three-dimensional visualisation
is Towers/Skyscrapers/Utopia – it is best to start with physical
towers, colour-coded if possible, but eventually one can use just
a pencil and paper. Thinking in pictures is a huge help with many
mathematical problems. We know this but it comes as a surprise
to many students.
• Different students showed strengths with different puzzles. No
stigma is attached to liking one type of puzzle over another.
Mathematical thinking comes in forms that are different yet
connected in fundamental ways.
As long as I give them a choice of puzzles to solve in testing
situations, my students enjoy showing off their puzzling skills. When
a test contains an element that students feel is both playful and
valuable, something good is happening.
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For printable puzzles meant for primary grades, see the MathinEnglish
site. Hidato, the official website, has much larger on-line puzzles.

Towers (or Skyscrapers, or Utopia)

Why make puzzles a required part of a math course?

The clues describe how many buildings are visible from that position.
Each of the four heights must appear in each row and each column.

• Students were paying close attention to instructions and asking
questions if they didn’t understand. First step to solving a problem!
Words mean something.
• Students who had shown a serious lack of confidence were trying
harder to solve the puzzles than they tried to solve classroom
problems. Tenacity is huge.
• Many were enjoying something mathematical for the first time
that they could remember. They cared enough to want to solve
puzzles but they didn’t get so anxious that they couldn’t think
straight. Major shift in attitude: I want this group to see that change
is possible. Anyone teaching math to children needs to know this
at a visceral level.
• Students were explaining their reasoning to each other. Not that
some students didn’t already do this with homework problems,
© Société mathématique du Canada 2013. Tous droits réservés.

Brainbashers and Simon Tatham’s Portable Puzzles have good
on-line versions.
While the confidence and skills people develop in response to a given
situation may not transfer directly to other situations, it seems likely
that there is at least some carry-over. Short discussions about overall
problem-solving skills in connection with puzzles do seem to
encourage my students to approach the dreaded “word problems”
with more confidence and consequently obtain better results. Some
reflective, mature students have said specifically that learning how
to solve the puzzles helped them handle the course material, to the
point where they surprised themselves by doing very well in a course
they had dreaded. More importantly, they were now excited and
more confident about teaching mathematics to children.
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These observations all come out of my experience with students
in that one course, but they have been borne out again and again
over the past six years of teaching the course. Maybe puzzles and
games can play a small part in changing the Canadian pattern of
having the math-averse and math-fearful pass on their issues to
the next generation.

More venues for spreading the love
For 16 years, UFV has hosted local participants in the BC Secondary
School Math Contest for grades 8-12. The afternoon of the contest is
spent entertaining the contestants with various types of mathematical
activities. Our ultimate goal is to ensure that the students have fun
and see their peers also enjoying themselves doing something that
is probably not at all common in their usual environments. I’ve had
the great pleasure of sharing a number of my favourite puzzles and
games with these students and their teachers, along with our own
volunteers. This is admittedly a self-selected audience, but one that
certainly enjoys learning new games. We get to try out some of the
more challenging ones and sometimes we even think a bit about the
underlying mathematics.
In 2009 my department started offering Math Mania events, with the
support of the Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences (PIMS).
Four times a year we take a whole lot of games and puzzles, some
home-made and some available commercially, along with 18-25
volunteers into a local elementary school, set up tables around the
gym, and let the children, parents, and teachers wander around at
will. It is fascinating to watch the parents, many of whom are ill at
ease around school in general and/or mathematics in particular,
sidle into the gym, eye the games, and gradually get drawn into
the action. They often stand behind their children and give advice,
until we can nudge them into trying something themselves. “This
is mathematics?”, some ask. We might then try to explain how it
is related to mathematical thought. Mostly we watch their eyes
light up at the sight of the delight of their own children in solving
complicated problems. I don’t know who has the most fun - the kids,
their parents, or our volunteers. Interestingly, many of our volunteers
come back year after year because they enjoy the experience so
much. Volunteers include students, faculty, retired faculty, as well
as children and spouses of students and faculty. And not all the
faculty involved are mathematicians – some of our regulars come
from biology, physics, computing, and philosophy. If everyone can
find mathematical/logical puzzles and games that they enjoy and
are good at, then everyone can engage in mathematical thinking.
It becomes a matter of degree rather than an abyss between those
who can and those who can’t.
Over the past several years, I’ve enjoyed sharing games with the
students or the teachers at Simon Fraser University’s summer Math
Camps. I’ve also learned new games from the people there. These
audiences are also self-selected, of course; the point here isn’t
“you too can do mathematics” but rather “look how you can push
yourself to think mathematically in new contexts.”
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Recently, much interest has been expressed around puzzles and
games at my two favourite conferences, Changing the Culture and
Sharing Mathematics, each held annually in British Columbia. I’ve
learned a great deal and I’ve had a chance to give a few workshops
about my favourite games, too. I find it particularly exciting when
there are primary or secondary teachers in the audience, so that
we can all think about how puzzles and games can be used at
different levels. I vividly remember one secondary teacher saying
that his formerly tardy class now showed up on time and ready to go
because he started every day with 10 minutes of puzzles. Another
teacher said that for her grade 11 & 12 students, “puzzles are a
better bribe than candy”.
This year has been the best so far in my world of puzzling
– I’ve been on sabbatical and able to devote myself almost entirely
to puzzles and games. I had hoped to visit up to a dozen K-12
classrooms, try out some of my games with the students, then spend
the rest of the time thinking, studying what other people are doing,
and creating an online resource for K-12 teachers.
The year has, however, been considerably more active than
contemplative. I did not have to figure out ways to convince teachers
and principals that this is worthwhile – many are already very
interested in using math puzzles and games in the classroom. With
help from Science World’s Scientists & Innovators in Schools (SIS)
program, I ended up visiting 191 classrooms during 55 days of
intense hands-on activities, involving almost 4200 students. Whew!
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Rectangles (Shikaku)
This puzzle combines factoring numbers with spatial reasoning.
The goal is to cover the grid with non-overlapping rectangles, each
of which contains exactly one numeral. The numeral specifies how
many of the small boxes are in each rectangle.
Brainbashers and Simon Tatham’s Portable Puzzles have good on-line
versions.
I learned a great deal about what appeals to students of various ages,
what they are capable of in terms of logical argument, and how to
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structure games to work well in a classroom setting. The students
generally responded very well to the games. Their teachers were
pleased and often surprised at how much excitement, higher-level
thinking, and stick-to-it-iveness their students displayed. They liked
the fact that the games are graduated in difficulty, which allows
for differentiated learning, and often incorporate brightly coloured
manipulatives, which increases their appeal to a variety of students.
Many teachers told me something along the lines of “I knew that
Kim would love these games, but I had no idea that Alex would be
so good at them”, or “That student hasn’t asked one question in the
three years I’ve had her; she actually asked you something!” One
child with cerebral palsy, who struggles with letters and numbers
alike, amazed his teacher by being among the fastest in the class
to create a 4x4 Euler square using coloured shapes.
Latin and Euler squares
There are several variations one
can work through. This one avoids
repetition of either shape or colour in
rows, columns and main diagonals.

Wherever possible I chatted
with the teachers about the
curriculum goals that can be
addressed by such games.
These include: encouraging
curiousity, encouraging a
willingness to try various approaches, developing logical thinking
using sequential and spatial reasoning, helping students learn to
develop their own strategies for solving problems, and developing
tenacity. One of the stated goals of BC’s K-12 curriculum is to provide
“positive learning experiences [that] build self-confidence and develop
attitudes that value learning mathematics.” Judging by the reactions
in the classrooms I visited, these games provide positive learning
experiences. Common responses included “Best math class ever!”,
“When are you coming back?”, and “Can I take some of the harder
ones home with me?” Some of this is no doubt due to the sheer
novelty of it all, but I am hopeful that the effects can be longer-lasting
if students are exposed to games and puzzles on an ongoing basis.
Not only were teachers and principals interested in classroom visits,
I was invited to give professional development workshops, including
one during the middle of the summer holidays. PIMS was very
supportive, enabling me to give ten workshops around the province.
Overall, including both classroom visits and professional development
workshops, about 375 K-12 teachers this year have joined me in the

Inscrivez-vous!
Sign Up!
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joy of puzzling. Many of them were very keen to start using puzzles
and games in their math classrooms, or to use more of them than
they currently do, and nearly every one of these teachers signed
up for access to the puzzles and games in my Dropbox. I think the
interest is genuine, especially among those who have seen their
students enjoying the puzzles. I would like to think that this will
encourage more students to get engaged in mathematical thinking
at a deeper level than they might otherwise have done, which will in
turn open up a world of ideas and career options that might otherwise
have been hidden from them.

Embracing the opportunity
This seems to be a very good time for those of us who enjoy
mathematical/logical puzzles to spread the love. There are many
related websites meant for K-12 teachers and students, although
it has to be said that some of them are unutterably dreary, with
“games” that are just disguised worksheets, so one has to
check them out carefully. Real puzzles exist in the world outside
the classroom; we might modify them a bit to bring them to the
appropriate level for a given grade, but they have to be entertaining
enough for people to do them when they are not being coerced. Kids
can tell the difference!
I am sure that many readers of the CMS Notes have their own
collection of favourites that work in their classrooms or the
classrooms they visit. Maybe we could start collecting the favourites
in a super-resource. Who better for the task than puzzle-loving
mathematicians?
Domino puzzles
A good example of a useful
modification: using only partial
sets of dominoes makes for more
accessible – and popular – puzzles.

Susan Milner is a long-time
member of the Mathematics
& Statistics Department at
University of the Fraser Valley in
British Columbia. She welcomes
your comments about the above
essay and also about the use of
mathematical/logical puzzles and games in the classroom. If you would
like access to her Dropbox of puzzles and games, please e-mail her at
susan.milner@ufv.ca.

Inscription est maintenant ouverte pour la Reunion d’hiver SMC
2013 en Ottawa. Tarifs réduits pour les personnes qui s’inscrivent au
plus tard le 30 septembre! cms.math.ca/Reunions/hiver13
Registration for the 2013 CMS Winter Meeting in Ottawa
is now open. Reduced fees for early bird registration until
September 30th ! cms.math.ca/Events/winter13
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Multiplicative Ergodic
Theorems and Applications
Cecilia González-Tokman and Anthony Quas
Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
University of Victoria
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One definition of chaos is the existence of a positive Lyapunov
exponent. In the higher-dimensional case, where T is a self-map
of a manifold or space with differentiable structure, DT n is a matrix
product, so that the ergodic theorem does not directly apply as above.
Oseledets’ multiplicative ergodic theorem, another extremely general
statement, is of interest in this setting.

rgodic theory is the study of measure-preserving transformations.
Its utility derives from two facts: (1) there are remarkably
strong conclusions that apply to every measure-preserving
transformation; and (2) measure-preserving transformations
occur naturally in many branches of mathematics (for example
number theory, combinatorics, probability, differential geometry,
information theory). Formally, one considers maps from a space
⌦ (equipped with a measure µ and a -algebra B ) to itself, for
which µ( 1 A) = µ(A)for all measurable sets A. We generally
consider the case where µ is a probability measure. A simple example
is rigid rotation of a circle, which preserves Lebesgue measure.
The measure-preserving transformation (⌦, B, , µ) , or more
colloquially the measure µ, is said to be ergodic if 1 (A) = A
implies µ(A) = 0 or µ(Ac ) = 0 . This can be seen as an
indecomposability condition, as if µ were not ergodic, one could
restrict to A and Ac and study the systems separately.

Theorem 2 (Oseledets, 1968 [7]) Let be a measure-preserving
transformation of a space ⌦ and let A : ⌦ ! GL(d, R) be
±1
measurable. Assume that s log A (!) dµ(!) < 1 . Then there
exist λ1 (!) > λ2 (!) > . . . > λk (!) and a decomposition
Rd = V1 (!) V2 (!) . . . Vk (!) such that for µ-almost
every !, the following hold:

A prototype theorem is the Birkhoff ergodic theorem.

We see this as a generalization to random matrices of a Jordan
block decomposition. The vector space is expressed as a direct
sum decomposition (with the decomposition depending equivariantly
on !) into pieces that have characteristic exponential rates of
expansion given by the λi (!). Applying this in the case where
A(!) is DT (!) mentioned above, one obtains a splitting of the
tangent space over each point into vector subspaces, each of which
has a characteristic infinitesimal rate of expansion.

Theorem 1 (Birkhoff, 1932 [1]). Let be a measure-preserving
transformation of a measure space ⌦ and let f be an integrable
function f on ⌦ . Then (1/n)(f (!) + . . . + f (σ n 1 !))
is convergent to some limit (a priori depending on !) for almost
every !. If µ is ergodic, then the limit is s f dµ for µ-almost
every !.
The ergodic case is often reduced to the maxim “the time average
and space average agree.” Notice that the theorem gives nontrivial conclusions even in the simplest example mentioned above.
The strong law of large numbers in probability theory is an easy
corollary of the Birkhoff ergodic theorem, as is the Borel normal
numbers theorem.
Chaos has been defined in many ways, but all of the notions of chaotic
behaviour of a map include infinitesimally close points becoming in
some sense separated as the map is iterated. One natural approach
to this, in the case where the phase space is a subset of Rd and the
map is differentiable, is to look at the derivative of the nth power of
the map. Using the chain rule, the derivative of the nth composition
of T , DT n (!)`, is DT (T n 1 !) · DT (T n 1 !) · · · DT (!) .
We focus temporarily on the case where T is a map of a
one-dimensional space. In this case, DT n (!) is simply a
product of reals. In this case, taking logarithms, one sees that
(1/n)log|DT n (!)| = (1/n)(log|DT (!)| + . . . + log|DT (T n 1 !)|).
Providing T preserves an ergodic invariant measure µ, the limit of
this is shown by the ergodic theorem to be s log|DT (!)|dµ(!).
This quantity is called the Lyapunov exponent of T . Large Lyapunov
exponents indicate fast separation of infinitesimally close trajectories.
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• λi (σ!) = λi (!);
• A(!)Vi (!) = Vi (σ(!)); and
• lim (1/n) log kA(σ n−1 !) · · · A(!)vk = λi (!) for all
n!1

v 2 Vi (!) \ {0}.

In particular, if µ is ergodic, then the λi (!) are constant–called
Lyapunov exponents–and the Vi (!) have constant dimension µ
– almost everywhere.

One caveat with the above theorems is that the strength of the
conclusion is only as good as the invariant measure that one
is using. Suppose that T is a map from X to itself (where there is
no measure specified yet). To apply ergodic theory, one needs to find
a T -invariant measure. In general there may be (uncountably) many
invariant measures for a given transformation. If T has a fixed point,
x0, then the Dirac -measure, giving mass 1 to x0 and mass 0 to
the remainder of the space is an invariant measure. Unsurprisingly,
this measure is quite useless from our point of view, because the
ergodic theorems give conclusions that hold for almost every point
with respect to the invariant measure. In the case of a -measure,
the conclusion only holds at the single fixed point! If one wants a
conclusion that holds for Lebesgue almost every point (assuming
X is a subset of Rd or a manifold), one needs an ergodic invariant
measure equivalent to Lebesgue measure (that is, an absolutely
continuous invariant measure).
A standard technique for searching for absolutely continuous
invariant measures is to use the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius
operator. For a dynamical system T whose phase space is a
subset of Rd , its Perron-Frobenius operator is a linear map
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L from L1 (Rd ) to itself, which may be thought of as describing
the evolution of densities: if a random variable Z has a distribution
with density ⇢(x), then T (Z) (the random variable obtained by
sampling a point from Z and applying T ) has density L(⇢). As an
example, if T is the map of R sending x to x/2, L would send
a density ⇢ to a density L(⇢)(x) = 2⇢(2x) (i.e. a density with

half the width and twice the height). Absolutely continuous invariant
measures are in a one-to-one correspondence with non-negative
fixed points of this operator.
A good analogy for Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operators is transition
matrices for finite Markov chains. Invariant distributions for Markov
chains are exactly fixed points (i.e. left eigenvectors with eigenvalue 1)
for the transition matrix. In the nice situation where all other
eigenvalues of the transition matrix have absolute value less than 1,
there is said to be a spectral gap. The size of the spectral gap is
related to the convergence rate of the Markov chain to its invariant
distribution. The mixing time is a closely related statistic (see [6] for
more information). There is important information also in the left
eigenvectors corresponding to (real) eigenvalues close to 1. The level
sets can be used to determine almost invariant sets for the Markov
chain: if one has a Markov chain with a ‘bottleneck’ – that is, the
state space is divided into pieces such that it takes a long time to
transition between them – then eigenvectors are almost constant
on the almost invariant sets.
We combine all of the above ingredients to understand the evolution
of densities in forced dynamical systems. Here one imagines
that there is a dynamical system (the forcing system) running
autonomously in the background, but whose state affects the
evolution of a second dynamical system. For a simple illustration,
imagine the moon evolving autonomously and affecting, but not being
affected by, tidal motions.

Formally, we are talking about dynamical systems of the form
S : ⌦ ⇥ X ! ⌦ ⇥ X given by S(!, x) = (σ(!), T! (x)) .
We further assume that X is a subset of Rd and T! is a
differentiable mapping. Writing L! for the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius
operator of T!, we can study the evolution of densities under the
forced dynamical system. A recent generalization of the multiplicative
ergodic theorem due to Lian and Lu [5] (following earlier work by
Mañé, Ruelle, Thieullen and others) allows us to decompose suitable
Banach spaces of densities into a direct sum of finite-dimensional
subspaces, the top one with exponent 0, and others with negative
exponents, together with a residual faster-contracting subspace.
Just as with the Markov chain analysis, this may be used to to identify
principal bottlenecks responsible for inhibiting mixing. In recent work
and work in progress with Gary Froyland [2,3,4] as part of a longterm program of Froyland and his collaborators, we aim to apply
these techniques to studying slow-mixing regions of the oceans
(called gyres) which have been implicated in phenomena such as
the Great Pacific Garbage Patch.
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ACTUARIAL MATHEMATICS
Applications are invited for a tenure-track appointment in Actuarial Mathematics
at the Assistant Professor level in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics
of the Faculty of Science to commence July 1, 2014. The successful candidate will
have completed all the requirements for a Ph.D. by this date and have a file that
provides documentation of excellence (or, for very junior candidates, the promise
of excellence) in both research and teaching. This candidate will also be suitable
for prompt appointment to the Faculty of Graduate Studies and be capable and
willing to assume a leadership role in the Department’s actuarial program. The
ideal candidate will be a Fellow of one of the following professional societies:
Canadian Institute of Actuaries (CIA), Society of Actuaries (SoA), Casualty Actuarial
Society (CAS), Faculty and Institute of Actuaries (FIA), Institute of Actuaries of
Australia (IAA). Candidates willing to commit to prompt achievement of Associate
status, followed by Fellowship will also be considered. All positions at York are
subject to budgetary approval. Applications must be received by January 6, 2014.
Applicants should post their curriculum vitae, an outline of their research plan and
a description of teaching interests on MathJobs.org. They should also arrange
for three letters of recommendation (one of which should address teaching) to be
sent there. Questions regarding application procedures for this position should be
directed to Susan Rainey at srainey@yorku.ca.
York University is an Affirmative Action Employer. The Affirmative Action Program
can be found on York’s website at www.yorku.ca/acadjobs or a copy can be
obtained by calling the affirmative action office at 416-736-5713. All qualified
candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadian citizens and Permanent
Residents will be given priority.
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Graph Colouring via the
Probabilistic Method
Bruce Reed,

School of Computer Science, McGill University

I

study graphs, which are simple and ubiquitous models of networks.
A graph consists of a set of vertices, and a set of edges that
indicate which pairs of vertices are joined by links. For example,
the cities may be vertices and the edges highways, or the vertices
may be atoms and the edges molecular bonds between them.
Graphs play an important role in the study of a myriad of different
types of networks: transportation, communication, and biological,
to name just three.
The problem of the bridges of Königsberg, solved by Euler in
1736, is often cited as the first graph theory problem (although
the problem of finding a knight’s tour around a chess board is at
least 800 years older). It concerns a graph whose four vertices
represent land masses and whose seven edges mark the bridges
between them. The size of the networks modelled by graphs has
increased dramatically in the intervening 375 years. The experts, I
prefer Experts, now study the graph formed by the billions of devices
linked by the web and help sequence the billions of base pairs that
occur in the human genome. While I have a wide range of interest
within the field of graph theory, much of my work can be thought
of as developing tools and techniques that allow for the study and
development of algorithms for such large networks. In particular, I
obtain global results on such networks using local analysis.
The probabilistic method is one approach to obtain global results
via local analysis. The simplest tool of the probabilistic method is
a corollary of the trivial inequality that states that the probability of
the union of a set of events is at most the sum of their probabilities.
A consequence is that if the sum of the probabilities of the events
in some set is less than one, then the probability that none of the
events holds is positive. We can use this to prove the existence of
an object with certain properties by defining events in a suitable
probability space such that if none of the events holds then an object
with the desired properties exists. If the events are defined locally,
then we can compute the probability of each using a local analysis.
If their sum is less than one, this local probabilistic analysis yields
the desired global deterministic result that an object with the desired
properties exists.

The Lovasz Local Lemma is a more powerful tool of the same type,
which permits an even more local analysis. It states that in order
to obtain the desired global result we do not need to sum over all
the events, but just locally. Let us make this precise. A dependency
graph D for a set A of events is a graph whose vertices are the
events in A such that each event A in A is mutually independent of
A N (A), where N (A) is the set of events that are adjacent to
A in D. The Local Lemma states that if there is a dependency graph
for A such that for each A in A, the sum of the probability of the
events in N (A) is at most 1/4, then with positive probability none
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of the events holds. Here we have moved from a global sum to a local
sum, simply at the cost of a factor of four on our bound on this sum.
A k colouring of a graph is a mapping from its vertices to k colours
so that no edge is monochromatic. The chromatic number of G,
denoted (G), is the minimum k for which G has a k-colouring.
The Local Lemma can be fruitfully applied to graph colouring, as the
chromatic number of a graph can be bounded just by a consideration
of its local structure, and in particular the structure of the subgraphs
induced by the neighbourhoods of its vertices (the neighbourhood of
a vertex v in a graph is the set of vertices attached to v by an edge).
For example, letting (G) be the size of the largest neighbourhood,
it is easy to see that we can greedily colour the vertices of G using
(G) + 1 colours (when we come to colour a vertex, it has at most
coloured neighbours so we will be able to colour it so as to avoid
a monochromatic edge). A lower bound on (G) obtained from the
neighbourhoods is simply the size of the largest clique of G, denoted
!(G) (a clique is a set of vertices every pair of which is joined by
an edge, thus each must receive a distinct colour in a colouring).
A classic theorem of Brooks states that, for at least 3, the only
reason that + 1 colours are needed to colour G is that G
contains a clique with + 1 vertices. One of my early forays into
graph colouring via the probabilistic method was to prove that for
large enough , the only reason that colours are needed to
colour G is because G contains a clique, [1]. This resolved a
conjecture of Beutelspacher and Herring. These results suggest
that for any k it may be the case that if (G) is sufficiently large
then the only reason that (G) is at most (G) + 1 k is
because !(G) is at least this large. This turns out to be false
even when k is 2. For general k, all we can hope to prove is that
(G) ≥ (G) + 1 − k implies !(G) ≥ (G) + 1 − 2k .
I conjectured that this is true for all and k and proved it for
sufficiently large in terms of k.
The proof required combining the Lovasz Local Lemma with a
structural decomposition that I developed for this purpose. The Local
Lemma was used to prove that, with positive probability, none of a
certain set of “bad events” occurred. By “bad events” is meant that
some random variables are far from their expected values. To satisfy
the hypotheses of the Local Lemma, I had to prove that each of these
events occurred with very small probability. To do so, I used some
concentration results of Talagrand and McDiarmid. It turned out that
this approach could be applied to many other problems in graph
colouring. Jointly with my former student Mike Molloy, I used it to
prove that there is a constant C such that every graph has a + C
total colouring thereby resolving a 30 year old conjecture, [3]. Mike
and I also determined, for sufficiently large , the values of k and
for which k-colourability of graphs with maximum degree is
determined by the structure of the vertex neighbourhoods rather than
global structure, [4]. In our 2001 monograph, Graph Colouring and
the Probabilistic Method, Mike and I surveyed other results that had
been proven using similar techniques. The book provides a unified
treatment of the field, and strengthens many results obtained earlier
by other researchers.
© Canadian Mathematical Society 2013. All rights reserved.
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David Borwein
Distinguished
Career Award

he David Borwein Distinguished Career award recognizes
mathematicians who have made exceptional, broad, and
continued contribution to Canadian mathematics. The deadline
for nominations is November 30, 2013.
A complete nomination dossier consists of:
• a signed nomination statement from a present or past colleague, or
collaborator (no more than three pages) having direct knowledge of the
nominee’s contribution to mathematical sciences and the community;
• a short curriculum vitae, no than five pages;
• two to four letters of support in addition to the nomination;
• other supporting material may be submitted, no more than 10 pages.
A nomination can be updated and will remain active for three years.
All documentation must be submitted electronically, preferably in PDF
format, by the appropriate deadline to dbaward@cms.math.ca

L

Prix David-Borwein
de mathématicien
émérite

e prix David-Borwein de mathématicien émérite pour l’ensemble d’une
carrière rend hommage à un mathématicien qui a fait une contribution
exceptionnelle et soutenue aux mathématiques canadiennes.
La date d’échéance pour les candidatures est le 30 novembre 2013.
Le dossier de candidature comprendra les éléments suivants :
• une lettre de mise en candidature signée par un collègue ou un
collaborateur actuel ou des années passées (trois pages maximum)
qui connaît très bien les réalisations de la personne proposée aux
sciences mathématiques et à la communauté;
• un bref curriculum vitae, maximum de cinq pages;
• de deux à quatre lettres d’appui, en plus de la mise en candidature;
• tout autre document pertinent, maximum de 10 pages.
Toute mise en candidature est modifiable et demeurera active
pendant trois ans. Veuillez faire parvenir tous les documents par
voie électronique, de préférence en format PDF, avant la date limite
à prixdb@smc.math.ca
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FACULTY POSITION IN
COMBINATORICS AND
OPTIMIZATION, UNIVERSITY
OF WATERLOO
The Department of Combinatorics and
Optimization (http://math.uwaterloo.
ca/co) at the University of Waterloo invites
applications for an open rank, tenure-track
or tenured faculty position. The focus of the search is in the areas of
continuous optimization and graph theory.
A Ph.D. degree and evidence of excellence in research and teaching are
required. Successful applications are expected to maintain an active
program of research, to attract and supervise graduate students, and to
participate in undergraduate and graduate teaching. Salary will depend
on the candidate’s qualifications. The effective date of appointment is
July 1 2014.
Interested individuals should apply using the MathJobs site
(http://www.mathjobs.org). Applications should include a curriculum
vitae, research and teaching statements, and up to three reprints/
preprints. In addition, at least three reference letters should be submitted.
Inquiries may be addressed to combopt@math.uwaterloo.ca or to
Alfred Menezes, Chair, Department of Combinatorics and Optimization,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1. Closing date
for receipt of applications is December 1, 2013.
All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however Canadians
and permanent residents will be given priority. The University of Waterloo
encourages applications from all qualified individuals, including women,
members of visible minorities, native people, and persons with disabilities.

Associate or Full Professor Position
The Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto,
invites applications for a tenured appointment at the rank of
Associate or Full Professor. The successful candidate will also
be appointed as Associate Faculty at the Perimeter Institute
for Theoretical Physics (Waterloo, Ontario). The expected
start date of the appointment is July 1, 2014. All qualified
candidates are invited to apply by clicking the following
link https://www.mathjobs.org/jobs/jobs/5038. To receive
full consideration, applications should be received by
January 15, 2014.
The University of Toronto is strongly committed to diversity
within its community and especially welcomes applications
from visible minority group members, women, Aboriginal
persons, persons with disabilities, members of sexual
minority groups, and others who may contribute to the
further diversification of ideas. All qualified candidates are
encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent
residents will be given priority.
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the Tournament of Towns 2013
Summer Conference the
Tournament of Towns 2013
Olga Zaitseva, (University of Toronto)

T

he Tournament of Towns is an international mathematics
competition first held in Russia 35 years ago. It was founded
by Nikolay Konstantinov, a prominent Russian educator and
mathematician, who wanted to create a new kind of contest based
on the best traditions of the USSR Olympiads, with unique features
of its own. The most important feature of the Tournament is a focus
on research in mathematics.
Students from all over the world take the Tournament at places close
to their homes, and the top scorers are invited to attend a Summer
Conference featuring a more intense research experience. Every year
the Jury, a team of several enthusiasts, world class mathematicians
create new topics of exploration. Under their guidance the participants
immerse themselves into current streams of mathematical research
through problem solving.
This year, two tenth grade Toronto students accepted the invitation
to attend the conference: Dima Paramonov and Sina Abbasi.
They were accompanied by Jonathan Zung, a third year
University of Toronto student and former conference participant
who would be working on the jury, and also by the author, who
is president of the Tournament of Towns local committee.
This was my eleventh trip to the Summer Conference as a supervisor
of the Toronto group which in some years also included participants
from Windsor and Edmonton.
Our trip to Belarus began on the morning of August 1. Parents, with
tears in their eyes, hugged their kids one last time. Our flight involved
two layovers, delays, sleepless nights, and passing through numerous
official controls, but the young participants did not complain. As
entertainment while stuck at airports, they solved math problems.
When we finally arrived in the airport at Minsk, a representative of
the Zhemchuzhina Rehabilitation Centre was waiting, ready to drive
us two and a half hours to the conference site. As we approached
this picturesque area near the Lepel forest reserve, we were greeted
with genuine hospitality by the local personnel. It somehow seemed
right that the name of the place we were visiting (Zhemchuzhina)
was the Russian word for “gemstone.’’
The next day, still adjusting to the seven hour time zone
difference, we took a walk in vicinity of the centre. Belarus is a
country of forests, thousands of lakes, and agricultural fields
where wheat and potatoes traditionally produce good crops.
The nature is peaceful with an elegant beauty of central Europe.
The boys may not have fully appreciated the scenery, however –
they were deep in thought, discussing a problem Jonathan had
suggested.1

1 For the problem, see http://math.stackexchange.com/questions/371184/
predicting-real-numbers
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By dinnertime, the team had solved the problem and was busy
working on a new one. Meanwhile, additional teams were coming
in from Germany, Iran, and Croatia. Finally, a large group including
Russians, Serbians, Ukrainians, and Kazakhs arrived by train from
Moscow, and it was time for the conference proper to begin.
At Opening Ceremony Nikolay Konstantinov greeted the
participants and outlined the schedule of the conference.
This year, the Jury presented five topics for investigations “Brocard
points”, “Aperiodic tilings”, “Halving graphs”, “Diophantine equations”,
and “Realizability of hypergraphs: examples and algorithms”.
Each topic consists of a set of problems and theorems which are
milestones of investigation. Some of included problems however may
not be directly related to the main topic but are of independent interest.
Given a large number and variety of problems no individual (or even
a team) can excel in solving everything. The task of the Jury is not
to compare contribution of teams but evaluate the progress. Often,
topics include some open problems and although it rarely happens,
there have actually been cases in which contestants have succeeded
in solving previously unsolved problems.
Participants can choose to work on any of the Topics.
One of the greatest impacts of the Conference is that the participants
continue to work on the projects when they are back home.
After reflecting upon the choices for a day, Dima decided to
investigate “Aperiodic tilings,” while Sina started to work on “Halving
graphs.” Jonathan joined the jury focusing on the project “Realizability
of hypergraphs: examples and algorithms”.
It was a new and unique experience for Dima and Sina. Participants
worked whenever they had inspiration and energy – there was no
officially established time for work. The contestants kept at the
problems, taking only short breaks for impromptu volleyball and
football games. I would venture a guess that even in their sleep, the
problems continued to bounce around in their heads.
In short, I am happy with our guys’ work. The boys worked hard and
did well. Most of their Russian peers have an advantage in experience.
Traditionally, in Russia there are more opportunities for girls and
boys with a passion for mathematics: in additional to schools and
classes specialized in math there are Math Circles, Winter and three
weeks long Summer Math Camps. It is easy to imagine the edge that
Russian students can gain through these efforts.
While participants worked hard on their projects, the team leaders
attended seminars where we discussed in length our experience
working with students in the framework of the Tournament and
beyond it.
On August 6, participants submitted to the juries their progress
thus far. On the 7th, the Jury presented an account of participants
progress, including both solutions to some problems and overviews
of the second part of the projects.
The following day, we took a break in the conference routine and
walked an hour to Lake Bobritsa. The weather was nice and hot,
and it was a welcoming sight as the beautiful wooded lake came
into view. In no time at all, everyone was in the water.
© Canadian Mathematical Society 2013. All rights reserved.

the Tournament of Towns 2013
As the day progressed, we snacked and had tea from a samovar.
Some played volleyball, some went swimming for a second time,
and some discussed math problems. Nikolay Konstantinov made an
attempt to persuade the participants that a quadratic equation can
have three roots2. Of course, the participants quickly saw through
the trick.
However, the solution of another problem, suggested by Sergey
Dorichenko, took longer3. Sergey is the main publisher of Kvantik,
a math journal designed for kids of grades 4–8 (the younger sibling
of the famous journal Kvant ).
We returned invigorated to Zhemchuzhina for a late lunch.
The conference continued in its established way.
The evenings were times for socializing, as conference participants
gathered near a 25 litre samovar. It is a real copper samovar
produced by Tula’s master artisans a century ago. Thirty years ago,
Konstantinov bought it in Germany and took the trouble to bring it
back to Russia. Since then, the samovar has accompanied every
TT conference, and a picture of it is the Tournament logo. It takes
experience to kindle the samovar and boil the water – everyone tried,
some more successfully than others. As we talked and socialized, we
learned a lot about life, customs, and education in other countries.
Many participants found fast friends. Some evenings we were treated
to virtuoso guitar performances by Sergey Dorichenko.
Time flies quickly. Final submission of projects was late in the evening
of August 10. By morning, the work had been reviewed by the jury.
I greatly admire by the Jury of the Conference. They are great people,
united by idea of bringing new generation of talented mathematicians.
Names of Alexey Kanel-Belov, Arkady and Michail Skopenkov, Ilia
Bogdanov, Grigory Chelnokov, Alexey Zaslavsky, and Konstantin
Kokhas became legends. With passing years the team of the
Jury grew. Several young people, former participants of Summer
Conferences have now entered the line of seasoned prominent
mathematicians and educators. No one of the Jury is paid for the
work at the conferences.
On the 11th, students were lectured on their project topics, while
organizers hurried to print diplomas and burn CDs with materials and
pictures of the conference. In the closing ceremony on the 12th, each
participant was presented with a diploma and a large pile of books.
Each participant’s diploma featured an evaluation of that student’s
individual work. Possible evaluations included: “achieving a partial
advance’’, “proving a theorem’’, “achieving an essential advance’’,
and “achieving a maximal advance’’.
2 Indeed, consider the equation:

(a x)(b x)/(a c)(b c) + (b x)(c x)/(b a)(c a) + (c x)(a x)/(a b)(c b) = 1
Then it is easy to see that x = a, x = b and x

= c are the roots.

3 It is possible to place 100 circles of radius 1 into a given rectangle without
overlapping. Is it necessarily possible to place 400 circles of radius 1/2
into the same rectangle? This problem will appear in a future issue of
Kvantik, n.8.
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As the day progressed, we said our goodbyes to the other teams.
New friends exchanged emails and souvenirs of the occasion.
Everyone felt sad.
At 2 a.m. we started our 24 hour journey back home. The Summer
Conference of 2013 was over.
Results: Sina Abbasi worked on the project “Halving graphs” and
achieved an essential advance.
Dima Paramonov worked on “Aperiodic tilings” and also achieved
an essential advance.
Jonathan Jung’s work with the Jury on the project “Realizability of
hypergraphs: examples and algorithms” resulted in an article, “A
non-general-position Parity Theorem”. The article will be submitted
to the arXiv shortly.
These achievements make all us proud.
We are grateful to the Math Department of the University of
Toronto and in particular to Kumar Murty, the Chair of the Math
Department, who made it possible for our group to travel to the
Summer Conference. The trip was well worth the effort and expense.
Not all of Summer Conference participants will become professional
mathematicians; however, the contribution of talented people with
open inquisitive minds will certainly benefit to all of society.
Information about the Summer Conference can be found at:
http://www.turgor.ru/lktg/2013/

Assistant Professor Position
The Department of Mathematics at St. George campus,
University of Toronto, invites applications for a tenure-stream
appointment at the rank of Assistant Professor. Candidates
with research expertise in Geometry and Number Theory will
be given preference; however, exceptional candidates in any
field of mathematics are encouraged to apply. The expected
start date of the appointment is July 1, 2014. All qualified
candidates are invited to apply by clicking the following
link https://www.mathjobs.org/jobs/jobs/5117. To receive
full consideration, applications should be received by
December 17, 2013.
The University of Toronto is strongly committed to diversity
within its community and especially welcomes applications
from visible minority group members, women, Aboriginal
persons, persons with disabilities, members of sexual
minority groups, and others who may contribute to the
further diversification of ideas. All qualified candidates are
encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent
residents will be given priority.
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Nominations / Math Grants
The Canadian Mathematical
Society is inviting
nominations for the
2014 Excellence in
Teaching Award.

T

he CMS encourages you, as someone with an interest in the
Canadian mathematical community, to consider nominating
an associate for this award.

The Excellence in Teaching Award is the only national award
specifically for post-secondary mathematics teaching. The Award
focuses on the recipient’s proven excellence as a teacher as
exemplified by unusual effectiveness in the classroom and
commitment and dedication to teaching and to students.
The CMS is proud to partner with Nelson Education to present
this award.
As Canada’s largest educational publisher, Nelson delivers an
unrivalled learning advantage to enable the success of Canadian
students and educators.
The deadline for nominations is November 15, 2013.
Complete nomination details are available at: http://cms.math.
ca/Prizes/et-nom

La Société mathématique
du Canada (SMC) lance
une invitation de mise
en candidature pour
le Prix d’excellence en
enseignement 2014.

L

a SMC vous invite, en votre qualité de président de votre
faculté, à envisager de proposer la candidature d’un collègue
pour ce prix.

Le Prix d’excellence en enseignement est le seul prix national
s’adressant tout particulièrement à l’enseignement des
mathématiques auniveau postsecondaire. Le prix souligne l’excellence
démontrée du lauréat comme enseignant, comme le témoigne son
efficacité inhabituelle en salle de classe et son engagement à
l’enseignement et aux étudiants.
La SMC est fière de former un partenariat avec Nelson Education
afin de remettre ce prix. À titre d’une des plus importantes maisons
d’édition de matériel d’enseignement au Canada, Nelson offre un
avantage sans pareil en matière d’enseignement afin d’assurer le
succès des étudiants et des enseignants canadiens.
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Math Competition Grants
The CMS is now accepting applications for the 2013
Math Competition Grants.
The Math Competition Grants are open to contests of
different kinds at the school level. This includes:
• Traditional: students solve problems in a timed written exam
• Projects: Teams competing to solve a strategic problem over a
longer period of time
• Posters: Preparation of a mathematical solution or discussion for
display purposes
Preference will be given to:
• Competitions which embrace a number of regional schools (city,
county or province-wide)
• New ventures or those which are aiming to expand their reach
• Competitions which have matching sources of funding or which
are aiming to become self-sufficient
The deadline for applications is November 15, 2013. An application
form and more information about the math competition grants can
be found at: http://cms.math.ca/Competitions/grants

Subventions pour les
concours de mathématiques
La SMC accepte maintenant des demandes de subventions
pour les concours de mathématiques de 2013.
Les subventions pour les concours de mathématiques s’appliquent
à divers concours organisés au niveau scolaire. Cela comprend :
• Traditionnel : les étudiants règlent des problèmes pendant un
examen écrit à temps limité
• Projets : des équipes font la lutte afin de régler un problème
stratégique au cours d’une plus longue période
• Affiches : la préparation d’une solution mathématique ou d’une
discussion à afficher
La préférence sera accordée à :
• Les concours qui s’entendent à un certain nombre d’écoles
régionales (à toute une ville, un comté ou une province)
• De nouveaux projets ou ceux qui visent à étendre leur portée
• Les concours qui jouissent de sources de financement de
contrepartie ou qui visent à devenir autonomes sur le plan financier
La date d’échéance pour les candidatures est le 15 novembre 2013.
Un formulaire de demande et plus amples renseignements sur le
subventions pour les concours de mathématiques sont disponibles
à : http://smc.math.ca/Concours/grants

La date d’échéance pour les candidatures est le 15 novembre 2013.
On peut obtenir les détails complets de la mise en candidature à
l’adresse suivante : http://cms.math.ca/Prix/et-nom
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Editorial Nominations
The Publications Committee of the CMS
solicits nominations for five Associate Editors
for the Canadian Journal of Mathematics
(CJM) and the Canadian Mathematical Bulletin
(CMB). The appointment will be for five years
beginning January 1, 2014. The continuing
members (with their end of term) are below.
The deadline for the submission of nominations
is November 15, 2013.
Nominations, containing a curriculum vitae and the candidate’s
agreement to serve, should be sent to the address below ;
Nantel Bergeron, Chair
CMS Publications Committee
Department of Mathematics & Statistics
York University
N520 Ross Bldg, 4700 Keele Street
Toronto, ON M3J 1P3
bergeron@yorku.ca

CJM Editors-in-Chief

Le Comité des publications de la SMC sollicite
des mises en candidatures pour cinq postes
de rédacteurs associés pour le Journal
canadien de mathématiques (JCM) et pour le
Bulletin Canadien de mathématiques (BCM).
Le mandat sera de cinq ans à compter du 1er
janvier 2014. Les membres qui continuent
(avec la fin de leur terme) sont ci-dessous.
La date limite pour les soumissions est le 15 novembre 2013.
Les mises en candidature, incluant un curriculum vitae et l’accord
du candidat à servir, doit être envoyé à l’adresse ci-dessous :

MEMBRES ACTUELS:
12/2016;
12/2016.

Rédacteurs-en-chef JCM

12/2015;
12/2015.

Rédacteurs-en-chef BCM

CMB Editors-in-Chief
Terry Gannon (Alberta)
Volker Runde (Alberta)

Appel de mises en
candidature de rédaction

Nantel Bergeron, Président
Comité de publication de la SMC
Département de mathématiques et statistiques
Université York
N520 Ross Bldg, 4700 rue Keele
Toronto (Ontario) M3J 1P3
bergeron@yorku.ca

CURRENT MEMBERS:
Henry Kim (Toronto)
Robert McCann (Toronto)

Notes de la SMC
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Associate Editors
Florin Diacu (Victoria)
12/2016;
Ilijas Farah (York)
12/2015;
Skip Garibaldi (Emory University)
12/2016;
Robert Leon Jerrard (Toronto)
12/2016;
Izabella Laba (UBC Vancouver)
12/2015;
Anthony To-Ming Lau (Alberta)
12/2016;
Alexander Litvak (Alberta)
12/2016;
Alexander Nabutovsky (Toronto)
12/2015;
Erhard Neher (Ottawa)
12/2016;
Vladimir Pestov (Ottawa)
12/2013;
Gordon Slade (UBC Vancouver)
12/2013;
Frank Sottile (Texas A&M)
12/2015;
Roland Speicher (Universität des Saarlandes) 12/2013;
Vinayak Vatsal (UBC Vancouver)
12/2013;
McKenzie Wang (McMaster)
12/2016;
Michael Ward (UBC Vancouver)
12/2015;
Jie Xiao (Memorial)
12/2013;
Efim Zelmanov (UCSD)
12/2016.
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12/2016;
Vladimir Pestov (Ottawa)
12/2013;
Gordon Slade (UBC Vancouver)
12/2013;
Frank Sottile (Texas A&M)
12/2015;
Roland Speicher (Universität des Saarlandes) 12/2013;
Vinayak Vatsal (UBC Vancouver)
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Michael Ward (UBC Vancouver)
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Jie Xiao (Memorial)
12/2013;
Efim Zelmanov (UCSD)
12/2016.
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Call for Manuscripts / Demande de manuscrits

Call for Manuscripts - ATOM
A Taste Of Mathematics

T

he booklets in the series, ATOM, are designed as enrichment
materials for high school students with an interest in and
aptitude for mathematics. Some booklets in the series will
also cover the materials useful for mathematical competitions.
So far, thirteen volumes have been published:
Vol. I, Problems from the Olympiad Correspondence Program;
Vol. II, Algebra - Intermediate Methods;
Vol. III, Inequalities;
Vol. IV, Problems for Mathematics Leagues;
Vol. V, Combinatorial Explorations;
Vol. VI, Problems for Mathematics Leagues II;
Vol. VII, Problems of the Week;
Vol. VIII, Problems for Mathematics Leagues III;
Vol. IX, The CAUT Problems;
Vol. X, Modular Arithmetic;
Vol. XI, Problems for Junior Mathematics Leagues;
Vol. XII, Transformational Geometry;
Vol. XIII, Quadratics and Complex Numbers.
The Editorial Board is interested in receiving proposals for future
volumes, either as a specific proposal or as a manuscript. Submitters
should note that the booklets are relatively short, generaly not
exceeding 64 pages in length.
All proposals and manuscripts should be sent to:
Alistair Lachlan, Editor-in-Chief
Department of Mathematics
Simon Fraser University
8888 University Drive
Burnaby, BC V5A 1S6
email: atom-editors@cms.math.ca
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Demande de manuscrits - ATOM
Aime-T-On les Mathématiques

L

es Livrets de la collection ATOM sont destinés au
perfectionnement des étudiants du secondaire qui manifestent
un intérêt et des aptitudes pour les mathématiques. Certains
livrets de la collection ATOM servent également de matériel de
préparation aux concours de mathématiques sur l’échiquier national
et international.
À ce jour, treize tomes ont été publiés :
tome I, Problems from the Olympiad Correspondence Program;
tome II, Algebra - Intermediate Methods;
tome III, Inequalities;
tome IV, Problems for Mathematics Leagues;
tome V, Combinatorial Explorations;
tome VI, Problems for Mathematics Leagues II;
tome VII, Problems of the Week;
tome VIII, Problems for Mathematics Leagues III;
tome IX, The CAUT Problems;
tome X, Modular Arithmetic;
tome XI, Problems for Junior Mathematics Leagues;
tome XII, Transformational Geometry;
tome XIII, Quadratics and Complex Numbers.
Le Conseil de rédaction sollicte vos propositions pour des livrets à
venir, sous la forme d’une proposition détaillée ou d’un manuscrit.
Mentionnons que les livrets sont des publications courtes,
ne dépassant généralement pas 64 pages.
Faites parvenir vos propositions ou manuscrits à
Alistair Lachlan, Rédacteur en chef
Department of Mathematics
Simon Fraser University
8888 University Drive
Burnaby, BC V5A 1S6
par courriel à atom-redacteurs@smc.math.ca
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Students at the CMS/University of Victoria Math Camp

Tenure-Stream Appointments

KANETIX is a quote comparison service for
a variety of insurance and financial products.
KANETIX is a true advocate of choice
allowing consumers to compare quotes to
find the best auto and travel insurance for their
lifestyle. Go see what KANETIX can do for you
www.kanetix.ca
Call us: Call us at 1-888-854-2503
Website: www.kanetix.ca/auto-insurance
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The Department of Mathematical and Computational
Sciences, University of Toronto Mississauga (UTM), and
the Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto (St.
George campus), invites applications for two tenure-stream
appointments in the area of Applied Mathematics at the
rank of Assistant Professor. The expected start date of
the appointments is July 1, 2014. All qualified candidates
are invited to apply by the following link https://www.
mathjobs.org/jobs/jobs/4921. To receive full consideration,
applications should be received by November 15, 2013.
The University of Toronto is strongly committed to
diversity within its community and especially welcomes
applications from visible minority group members, women,
Aboriginal persons, persons with disabilities, members of
sexual minority groups, and others who may contribute to the
further diversification of ideas. All qualified candidates are
encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent
residents will be given priority.
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Fantastic Titles from Cambridge University Press
Manifold Mirrors
The Crossing Paths of the Arts and Mathematics

Felipe Cucker
$90.00: Hardback: 978-0-521-42963-4: 424 pp.
$29.99: Paperback: 978-0-521-72876-8

Quantum Computing since Democritus
Scott Aaronson
$39.99: Paperback: 978-0-521-19956-8: 398 pp.

Who’s Bigger?
Where Historical Figures Really Rank

Steven Skiena and Charles Ward
$27.99: Hardback: 978-1-107-04137-0: 408 pp.

Actuarial Mathematics for
Life Contingent Risks

2nd
Edition!

David C. M. Dickson, Mary R. Hardy, and
Howard R. Waters
International Series on Actuarial Science
$89.00: Hardback: 978-1-107-04407-4: 616 pp.

Analytic Combinatorics in Several Variables
Robin Pemantle and Mark C. Wilson
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics
$70.00: Hardback: 978-1-107-03157-9: 392 pp.

Uniform Central Limit Theorems
R. M. Dudley
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics

2nd
Edition!

$120.00: Hardback: 978-0-521-49884-5: 488 pp.
$50.00: Paperback: 978-0-521-73841-5

Induced Representations
of Locally Compact Groups
Eberhard Kaniuth and Keith F. Taylor
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics
$85.00: Hardback: 978-0-521-76226-7: 355 pp.

Prices subject to change.

www.cambridge.org/mathematics
800.872.7423
@cambUP_maths
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2014 CMS Summer Meeting

Réunion d’été 2014 de la SMC

June 6 - 9, 2014, Delta Winnipeg
Host: University of Manitoba

6-9 juin 2014, Delta Winnipeg
Hôte : Université du Manitoba

CALL FOR SESSIONS

PROPOSITION DE SESSIONS

T

he Canadian Mathematical Society (CMS) and the University
of Manitoba welcomes and invites proposals for sessions for
the 2014 Summer Meeting in Winnipeg from June 6th to 9th,
2014. Proposals should include a brief description of the focus and
purpose of the session, the expected number of speakers, as well as
the organizer’s name, complete address, telephone number, e-mail
address, etc. All sessions will be advertised in the CMS Notes, on
the web site and in the AMS Notices. Speakers will be requested
to submit abstracts, which will be published on the web site and in
the meeting program. Those wishing to organize a session should
send a proposal to the Scientific Directors by January 30, 2014.

Scientific Directors:
Nina Zorboska: zorbosk@cc.umanitoba.ca
Stephen Kirkland: stephen.kirkland@umanitoba.ca

L

a Société mathématique du Canada (SMC) et l’Université du
Manitoba vous invitent à proposer des sessions pour la Réunion
d’été 2014 qui se tiendra à Winnipeg du 6 au 9 juin 2014.
Ces dernières doivent inclure une brève description de l’orientation
et des objectifs de la session, le nombre de conférenciers prévus
ainsi que le nom, l’adresse complète, le numéro de téléphone et
l’adresse courriel de l’organisateur. Toutes les sessions seront
annoncées dans les Notes de la SMC, sur le site web et dans les
AMS Notices. Les conférenciers devront présenter un résumé, qui
sera publié sur le site web et dans le programme de la Réunion.
Toute personne qui souhaiterait organiser une session est priée de
faire parvenir une proposition aux directeurs scientifiques au plus
tard le 30 janvier 2014.

Directeurs scientifiques :
Nina Zorboska : zorbosk@cc.umanitoba.ca
Stephen Kirkland : stephen.kirkland@umanitoba.ca

© Société mathématique du Canada 2013. Tous droits réservés.
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2013 CMS Winter meeting

December 6 – 9, 2013, The Ottawa Marriott
Host: University of Ottawa
www.cms.math.ca
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6-9 décembre 2013, Hôtel Marriott Ottawa
Hôte : l’Université d’Ottawa
www.cms.smc.ca

Prizes | Prix

Public Lectures | Conférences publiques

Jeffery-Williams Prize | Prix Jeffery-Williams

Manuel A. Báez (Carleton University)
John Conway (Princeton)
David Sankoff (University of Ottawa)
Robert Smith? (University of Ottawa)

Zinovy Reichstein (University of British Columbia)

Doctoral Prize | Prix de doctorat
Marc Ryser (Duke University)

Graham Wright Award for Distinguished Service
Prix Graham Wright pour service méritoire

Plenary Speakers | Conférences plénières

G. de B. Robinson Award | Prix G. de B. Robinson

George Elliott (University of Toronto)
Alexander Karp (Columbia)
Stephen Kudla (University of Toronto)
Mikhail Lyubich (SUNY Stony Brook)
Norbert Schappacher (Université de Strasbourg)
Daniel Wise (McGill University)

Kenneth Davidson (University of Waterloo)
Alex Wright (University of Chicago)

Scientific Director | Directeur scientifique

Harold Edward Alexander (Eddy) Campbell (University of New Brunswick)

Adrien Pouliot Award | Prix Adrien-Pouliot
John Grant McLoughlin (University of New Brunswick)

Vadim Kaimanovich (University of Ottawa)

Related Events | Événements liés
CMS Town Hall Meeting and NSERC will be present to address any questions from CMS members
The Canadian Mathematical Society invites you to their awards banquet to highlight exceptional performance in the area of mathematical
research and education. Prizes will be awarded during the event. During the dinner you will be entertained by Daniel Richer, The official
town crier of the national capital region, on a short history of the Outaouais.
There will be a Saturday luncheon hosted by the CMS Women in Mathematics Committee and is
open to all women registered in the conference. There is no charge and no preregistration is required.
STUDC will host two student workshops on Friday, Dec 6th. The first session will be Academic CV
Writing by Amanda Malloch from 1-2:30pm. Following a coffee break, there will be another session
on Intermediate/Advanced LaTeX run by Léo Belzile from 3-4 pm.
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Regular Sessions | Sessions générales
Banach Algebras and Abstract Harmonic Analysis
Algèbres de Banach et analyse harmonique abstraite
Mehrdad Kalantar, Matthew Kennedy and Matthias Neufang (Carleton)

Complex Analysis and Complex Geometry
Analyse complexe et géométrie complexe
Damir Kinzebulatov(Fields), Rasul Shafikov (Western)

Connections Between Noncommutative Algebra and
Geometry | Liens entre l‘algèbre non commutative et
la géométrie
Jason Bell (Waterloo), Colin Ingalls (New Brunswick)

Functional Differential Equations and Applications
Équations différentielles fonctionnelles et applications
Victor Leblanc (Ottawa)

Geometric Group Theory and Low Dimensional
Topology | Théorie des groupes géométrique et
topologie en basse dimension

Lie Algebras, Representations and Cohomological
Invariants | Algèbres de Lie, représentations et
invariants cohomologiques
Yuli Billig (Carleton), Alistair Savage (Ottawa), Kirill Zaynullin (Ottawa)

Mathematical Genomics | Génomique mathématique
David Sankoff (Ottawa)

Matrix Theory in Quantum Information
Théorie des matrices en information quantique
David Kribs (Guelph), Rajesh Pereira (Guelph),
Sarah Plosker (Brandon)

Modular Forms and Physics
Physique et formes modulaires
Abdellah Sebbar (Ottawa)

Number Theory | Théorie des nombres
Damien Roy (Ottawa)

Operator Algebras | Algèbres d‘opérateurs

Adam Clay (Manitoba), Mikael Pichot (McGill), Eduardo MartinezPedroza (Memorial)

Benoit Collins (Ottawa), Thierry Giordano (Ottawa), Mehrdad
Kalantar (Carleton), Matthew Kennedy (Carleton)

Groups and Algorithms | Groupes et algorithmes

Partial Differential Equations and Biological
Applications | Équations aux dérivées partielles
et leurs applications en biologie

Inna Bumagin (Carleton)

Harmonic Analysis on Groups over Local Fields
Analyse harmonique sur des groupes définis sur des
corps locaux
Monica Nevins (Ottawa), Hadi Salmasian (Ottawa)

History and Philosophy of Mathematics
Histoire et philosophie des mathématiques

Frithjof Lutscher (University of Ottawa),
Xingfu Zou (Western University)

Random Walks and Geometry
Marches aléatoires et géométrie
Giulio Tiozzo (Harvard)

Tom Archibald (SFU)

Representations of Algebra
Représentations d‘algèbres

Holomorphic dynamics and related topics
Dynamique holomorphe et sujets reliés

Vlastimil Dlab (Carleton), Ragnar-Olaf Buchweitz (Toronto), Shiping
Liu (Sherbrooke)

Ilia Binder and Michael Yampolsky (University of Toronto)

Symmetric Functions and Generalizations

Infectious Disease Modelling
Modélisation de maladies infectieuses

Angele Hamel (Laurier), Stephanie van Willigenburg (UBC)

Robert Smith? (Ottawa)

Jason Levy (Ottawa)

Contributed Papers | Communications libres

Inverse Problems in Imaging
Problèmes inverses en imagerie

AARMS-CMS Student Poster Session | Présentations
par affiches pour étudiants

Peter Gibson (York)

Leo Belzile (McGill), Cristina Rosu (Waterloo)
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Did you miss these featured titles at the CMS Summer Meeting? Here’s your chance to catch up with some of our latest works.

Turbulent Times in
Mathematics

Volume 31

C CRM
R MONOGRAPH
M SERIES
Centre de Recherches Mathématiques
Montréal

The Life of J.C. Fields
and the History of the
Fields Medal

TEXTBOOK
TEXTBOOKS
FROM THE AMS

Fundamentals
of Mathematical
Analysis
Paul J. Sally, Jr.

A thorough treatment of real
analysis for an upper undergraduate or beginning graduate course, which offers the
student a fine gateway into the advanced
world of mathematics that he or she has yet
to explore.
Pure and Applied Undergraduate Texts,
Volume 20; 2013; 362 pages; Hardcover; ISBN: 9780-8218-9141-4; List US$74; AMS members US$59.20;
Order code AMSTEXT/20

TEXTBOOK
TEXTBOOKS
FROM THE AMS

Α Γ Ε Ω ΜΕ

R
AM E I C A N

ΤΡΗΤΟΣ ΜΗ

8
E D 18

S O CI E T Y

2011; 258 pages; Softcover; ISBN: 978-0-8218-69147; List US$45; AMS members US$36; Order code
MBK/80

E MAT
IC
ATH
ΕΙΣΙΤΩ

A co-publication of the AMS and Fields Institute.

M

FO
U ND

L

This valuable and well researched biography
is the first published study that outlines
Fields’ life and times and the difficult circumstances in which he created the Fields Medal.

Jean-Pierre Labesse
Jean-Loup Waldspurger
A

Elaine McKinnon Riehm
and Frances Hoffman

La Formule des
Traces Tordue
d'après le Friday
Morning Seminar

American Mathematical Society

8

Jean-Pierre Labesse and
Jean-Loup Waldspurger

with a Foreword by Robert Langlands
A co-publication of the AMS and Centre de Recherches
Mathématiques.

CRM Monograph Series, Volume 31; 2013;
234 pages; Hardcover; ISBN: 978-0-8218-9441-5;
List US$99; AMS members US$79.20; Order code
CRMM/31
Volume 56

C CRM
R PROCEEDINGS &
M

LECTURE NOTES
Centre de Recherches Mathématiques
Montréal

Analysis and
Geometry of Metric
Measure Spaces

Analysis and
Geometry of Metric
Measure Spaces

Lecture Notes of
the 50th Séminaire
de Mathématiques
Supérieures (SMS), Montréal, 2011
Galia Dafni
Robert John McCann
Alina Stancu
Editors

American Mathematical Society

Galia Dafni, Robert John McCann,
and Alina Stancu
A co-publication of the AMS and Centre de Recherches
Mathématiques.

CRM Proceedings & Lecture Notes, Volume
56; 2013; 220 pages; Softcover; ISBN: 978-0-82189418-7; List US$99; AMS members US$79.20; Order
code CRMP/56

TEXTBOOK

Axiomatic
Geometry

Knowing
theAMS
Odds
FROM THE

John M. Lee

John B. Walsh

Designed for advanced
undergraduates who plan
to teach secondary school
geometry, this book tells the
story of how the axiomatic
method has progressed from Euclid’s time to
ours, as a way of understanding what mathematics is, how we read and evaluate mathematical arguments, and why mathematics has
achieved the level of certainty it has.

La Formule des
Traces Tordue
d’après le Friday
Morning Seminar

TEXTBOOKS

An Introduction
to Probability

Knowing the Odds
An Introduction to
Probability
John B. Walsh

Graduate Studies
in Mathematics

A leisurely introduction to all
of the standard material that
one would want in a full year
probability course, with a slant towards applications in financial analysis.
Volume 139

American Mathematical Society

Nassif Ghoussoub

Functional
Inequalities: New
Perspectives and
New Applications

American Mathematical Society

Nassif Ghoussoub and
Amir Moradifam

TEXTBOOK
Mathematical
Surveys
and
Monographs
Volume 187

TEXTBOOKS
FROM THE AMS
Functional Inequalities:
New Perspectives
and New Applications

Amir Moradifam

Mathematical Surveys
and Monographs, Volume 187; 2013; 299 pages;
Hardcover; ISBN: 978-0-8218-9152-0; List US$98;
AMS members US$78.40; Order code SURV/187

Mathematical Circle
Diaries, Year 1
Complete Curriculum for
Grades 5 to 7
Anna Burago
This book contains everything that is needed to run a successful
yearlong mathematical circle for students in
grades 5 to 7, distributed among 29 lessons.
A co-publication of the AMS and Mathematical Sciences Research
Institute.

MSRI Mathematical Circles Library, Volume
11; 2012; 335 pages; Softcover; ISBN: 978-0-82188745-5; List US$25; All individuals US$18.75; Order
code MCL/11

Algebraic
Geometry
A Problem Solving
Approach
Thomas Garrity et al.
A problem-driven introduction to algebraic geometry that requires its readers think
through the mathematics, and thereby truly
grasp it.
Student Mathematical Library, Volume 66;
2013; 335 pages; Softcover; ISBN: 978-0-8218-9396-8;
List US$53; AMS members US$42.40; Order code
STML/66

Graduate Studies in Mathematics, Volume
139; 2012; 421 pages; Hardcover; ISBN: 978-0-82188532-1; List US$75; AMS members US$60; Order
code GSM/139

Pure and Applied Undergraduate Texts,
Volume 21; 2013; 469 pages; Hardcover; ISBN: 9780-8218-8478-2; List US$75; AMS members US$60;
Order code AMSTEXT/21

Order Online: www.ams.org/bookstore
Order by Phone: (800)321-4267 (U.S. & Canada),
(401)455-4000 (Worldwide)
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